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Abstract
My grandmother was a paranoid schizophrenic who lived without medication for over 
fifty years. Her first mental breakdown happened at age 36.
My grandmother was an immigrant’s daughter and WWII Japanese code breaker turned 
1950s housewife. She received her bachelor’s and master’s degree before settling down to raise 
five kids. One day she woke up hearing voices. She lived with these voices for the rest of her 
life, building physical and mental boundaries between herself and the world. In some ways, her 
life unraveled little by little. In other ways, she lived happily to 89-years-old.
I’m 28. As I trudge towards the age when my grandmother first heard voices, I grapple 
with the elaborate fa9 ade of normalcy she constructed to protect herself and her family. In doing 
so, my grandmother shut out even those she was closest to. This memoir is my journey to 
understand this woman, first through my own experience with her, then through my mother’s and 
aunts’ experience, and finally through my grandmother’s own experience. I wrestle with themes 
of isolation, mental illness, intimacy, protection, inheritance, family, success, and acceptance. 
Ultimately, I search for what it is about her life that terrifies me.
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Introduction
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Chapter One
My grandmother’s body splayed across her avocado bathroom tile, naked, the lower half 
contorted sideways in the position that she fell. The body’s skin stretched and pulled. Its ankles 
swelled like birch burls. And wherever water could inflate it had, in distorted femininity, hips 
and legs and the triangle above the pubic bone distended with water, like fat. The three living 
people around me faded. My uncle’s barking orders faded. I stared down at the body, gawking 
at this accidental stage.
I wonder at the way we’re taught to look, the way we learn to look away. We avert our 
eyes out of respect, even out of love. But politeness isn’t intimate.
The intimacy of sex, for example, exists in the moment we gaze and touch unveiled 
imperfections. Look straight at base desires, stare at abnormality, and let oneself be looked 
upon. It is a risk to trust another with one’s body’s secrets. Intimacy can go so wrong.
With family and friends, intimacy comes in the unveiling of emotional imperfections. 
Although I am 28, the moment I am with my mother I let down my guard. I snap at her, I cry. I 
become a petty, selfish child.
At Grandma’s house I used to wake up when she screamed from the kitchen. A guttural 
sound, the shriek of a dying pig. Something, someone was torturing her. I’d dress and shuffle 
into the kitchen, rubbing my eyes.
“Good morning, Dear,” she’d say. “Are you hungry?”
Neither of us would mention her outburst minutes earlier. It seemed rude to draw 
attention to her schizophrenic voices when she’d reset the pleasant, normal-person fa9 ade.
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I had been summoned to help move the body. But for a second, all I did was stare. 
Gravity tugs water home. Rivers, streams, glaciers, urine, rain; fluid pulled towards the earth’s 
core like an embrace. I had known she grew heavier with every year, a flower pot that could not 
drain. I knew water caught in her ankles, pooled at her knees. Stuck in eddies of skin.
But while the lower half expanded from congestive heart failure, the bone structure of her 
face had reemerged. It had been easy to notice only the fragility, the rosy cheeks, her blue eyes 
like a Victorian portrait. Her thin, piano fingers had looked graceful, draped elegantly with 
excess skin. It had been easy to see only what she wanted us to see.
Last night when I arrived, we’d chatted. I had looked forward to spending time with her 
this morning. We would have talked of the weather, perhaps, or what was happening outside her 
window. We would have drunk Constant Comment Tea from her cupboard, ignoring her oxygen 
tank and her rasping breaths. We would have spoken cleanly, cheerful words.
She had woken early to bathe. “I want to look nice for my family,” she told the in-home 
health aide Auntie Nancy hired. It was so very Grandma to die looking forward to a simple day, 
ignoring her own limitations. Patching worries with optimism was second nature, she’d borne 
The Voices’ angry whisperings for 50 years.
An hour ago, the aide had helped her undress in the wheelchair. Then Grandma gripped 
each handle and pushed with all her strength until her bottom rose. She lifted one bloated leg, 
like lead, over the slick green half-wall of the tub. She clenched the aide’s hand for balance, 
aiming for the shower seat the hospice had supplied.
And then she let go. Her heart stopped, her hand relaxed and she was gone.
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I learned from my mother, my aunts and uncles—even from Grandma—how to smile and 
nod, how to selectively listen. To pretend I couldn’t see.
“Don’t come in!” she used to yell from inside the bathroom, and we knew her teeth sat 
by the sink, or her hair wasn’t combed.
If she whispered to voices in our presence, we pretended not to notice. We’d clear our 
throats, we’d look away.
When she blamed her failing eyesight on The Voices we nodded, not contradicting. 
“Soon,” she said, “Those People will take away the blurry.” Then she was sure she’d again be 
able to see.
Some visits, we played bridge the way she wanted to, pretending her strange rules still 
kept the game enjoyable. Wow, Grandma! You win again, we said, our smiles set exactly.
Polite and happy, as she always wanted. Normal, like the gloves she liked to pull up to her 
elbows: smooth, outdated, stained.
Until this moment, I thought we kept up the walls and curtains for Grandma.
It takes just a second for a person to become an object.
Grandma filled her house with objects, excess from shopping trips, discarded in piles like 
mass graves. Clutter at that scale was a symptom of her schizophrenia. My sister Isabel and I 
used to play with whatever we found; old books, new books, Dickens, Disney, Bibles, 
bookmarks, bobby pins, board games, pictures in frames, scattered news clippings, decks of 
cards, pens, Kleenex, angels, model cars, letters, Raggedy Anne, dress-up clothes, hard candies, 
marbles, chocolate mints, peppermints, tinsel wrapped around table legs and through the rafters, 
a plastic human-sized doll house, an exercise bouncy ball, wrapping paper, calendars, gift cards,
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markers, paint. We were free to wander anywhere except the master bedroom, which Grandma 
kept locked and closed. We would play marbles on the table next to its entrance and sometimes, 
in the moment before the door shut behind her, I’d glimpse dirty beige shag carpet, mahogany 
shelves, and piles. She filled all the house with piles, but this room was different. Not for its 
contents, but because she cared. A room like a diary. A room like a tomb. I never once let 
myself be curious. I never once snuck inside.
It was just a body, just a belonging, a pile of matter upon the bathroom floor. Wisps 
sprouted from parched skin, hair no longer clothing her. Even pubic hair thins with age. A 
baldness I had not expected.
She would not want us to see this, I thought. I was not sad, I was not scared. Get the 
body covered.
In a moment my hands would thrust beneath the shoulder, my quads would push up with 
all my strength. Then I would do what she had failed to: I would lift the body while gravity 
fought to hold it down. With my uncle, a cousin, and the health aide we would coax her body 
through the too-slender doorway; we would grunt, maneuver, and pull. We would lay it on a 
bed, like resting, her body safely interlaid between the sheets. When the rest of those who loved 
her reached her, the body would look like Grandma. Reduced again to slender hands, a ring, and 
hair well parted. And her translucent eyelids shuttered, the way it should be, the way she 
wanted, and we, her family, would gaze down at her. Loving her from far away.
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Chapter Two
With my grandmother’s death a taboo lifted like a veil from my mother’s family. 
Suddenly, the more dangerous schizophrenic stories could be told out loud. My aunts and uncles 
told stories of her—not just the silly and benign memories, but the ones that hurt too.
Like a tender werewolf, Grandma wanted desperately to believe her fangs were hidden 
and her family did not bleed. And so we wrote a past in which her biology was benign, so 
thoroughly that we believed it.
Memory is a deceptively peaceful ocean. Stories untold do not resurface easily. Even as 
they share with me their childhoods, the stories lack something after years of not telling. The 
stories feel empty. And so many of the stories are gone.
“I was lucky,” my aunt Nancy tells me. “My mom didn’t get really bad until after I left 
for college.”
And then months later when I ask something unrelated, I trigger Nancy’s memory. One 
night when Nancy was in high school she sat at the kitchen table while Grandma cooked the 
family’s dinner. She threw a plate against the wall above Nancy’s head. It shattered. This 
memory was embedded behind the sweeping brushstroke of “lucky.” I know there must be more.
In so many ways, Grandma’s descendants are the poster children for resilience. A bright­
eyed herd, pain dribbles off our hides, not permeating. I descend from a long line of happiness.
So what about me, the grandchild who won’t let the unpleasant memories go? I root 
around for anguish locked politely on the far side of their memories. In her last few years 
Grandma zipped through the neighborhood on her mobility scooter wearing a retro skateboard
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helmet she’d picked out. The red helmet strap hooked beneath her 88-year-old chin, her 
groceries propped on the back.
“Always drive on the sidewalk,” Uncle Tom chided. But she preferred the smoothness of 
the road, the roller coaster of rogue speed bumps. I could stop here, let this be the image that we 
remember. The surface tantalizes me with its simplicity. It’s so easy to love that old woman. 
That memory makes me smile.
Except, I want the whole story, the vulnerable moments that disappeared as they reset the 
happiness dial. I want to understand what these silences did to our family, to understand what 
my mother felt in the moments when childhood felt unsafe, when the world and her mother could 
not be trusted. Because in those moments she felt something. She must have. Even if now the 
feeling is gone.
I want to understand my grandmother who before the moment washed from her like a 
dirty plate, was charged with terror and need, fueled by a mind that no one trusted. After each 
schizophrenic episode Grandma too reset to happy and never seemed to dwell on it again. They 
were a happy family. Her children grew up and raised happy children. I am one of them. We 
are resilient. We are lucky.
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Part One: Granddaughter
9

Chapter Three
I sit at a writing desk distance and years away from my grandmother. I live in a cabin in 
Alaska and stare each morning at my own private birch forest. Sometimes I feel as isolated as I 
imagine Grandma was.
I will ask my family questions about Grandma, but not yet. First I need to understand 
who she was to me.
By age seven, visits to Grandma layer and merge, each exactly the same. Steadiness lulls 
me to sleep. For years I will believe there is nothing hidden, that the water’s clear surface is all 
this world is.
I don’t question the way the house sits back, secluded within its own private jungle, 
different than the rest of the block. I don’t question the locks. I don’t question the abandoned 
car parked in the driveway. I don’t question the signs that tell everyone else to KEEP OUT. I 
don’t question how we come, how we stay, how we go.
We know we’re at Grandma’s when the rental car swerves onto Los Ninos Way and then 
bumps over the curb of her driveway. Only then do we look out the windows, just as suburbia 
disappears behind the verdant veil. Giant oaks guard the driveway like stone lions. Their leaves 
dapple the sunlight. They know us, so they nod. Letting us in.
When I think of Los Altos, California, my memory barely extends past this single 
residence. There is no town. There is barely a neighborhood. The house and driveway are an 
island. High, vine-covered fences enclose us on three sides, the wall of overgrown trees shields 
her from the street. Beyond, the San Franciscan suburb might not exist.
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In the driveway, however, the sun bakes our dark heads. Daddy, Isabel and I unload 
suitcases while Mama grabs the first load of luggage and walks along the walkway to the front 
door, which is hidden even further from view. When it was built in 1951, the house design was 
too wide for the H acre lot, so it was turned on its side, the front door facing the right side of the 
lot. Then, in 1956, a family room was added at right angles to the kitchen, hiding the front door 
from the street. After Grandpa left in 1974, Grandma made alterations of her own.
NO TRESPASSING signs are tacked haphazardly to walls and windows. A gray film of 
calcium deposits—from years of spraying them with the garden hose—shrouds the windows.
The windows let nothing out not even a shadow of someone inside.
Daddy helps us with our suitcases, which don’t roll well on the cobblestone walkway that 
winds around the family room addition. We follow Mama toward the front door. From here, 
with the road hidden, we’re surrounded by overgrown trees. Bird trills drown out the sleek cars 
that slink along the street, and the fragrant Star Jasmine fills the brick planter box and climbs up 
the side of the house and kitchen window, its tendrils perfect curly-cues. Along one side of the 
walkway is a brick bench, and behind it is where the lawn once grew. A picnic bench, now a 
weathered gray color, sits behind the brick bench. Vines wind around it, locking the bench 
permanently into the underbrush. New plastic pots with cheerful flowers sit in front of older 
potted plants, obviously cared for, if thoughtlessly; half cultivated, half forgotten. Some flowers 
flourish on their own, taking over their neighbor’s pots and splashing white or pink or purple 
onto the path. But others die, and are left to mulch and fertilize. I love Grandma’s house like I 
love the overgrown graveyard near my house. Both are more interesting and beautiful now that 
nature has taken it back.
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When we get to the door, Mama has already knocked. We hear Grandma working 
through the locks and bolts on the other side. We perch on our luggage, waiting for the house to 
set her free. She sounds like a mouse scratching at the wall. Her key set jingles. Mama has her 
Grandma-smile ready, the almost-real one that cracks at her eyes. We’re a unit of acceptance, 
four people perched cheerfully like birds. This is part of the routine.
A bee winds around my bright T-shirt, then settles on one of the flower pots. I watch it 
intently, pushing it away with my eyes, beating it back with my stillness. The bee zooms 
towards Isabel, but veers away again, off into the secret garden.
And then suddenly, inevitably, the door squeals open and Grandma fills the entryway. 
Her sparkling blue eyes are exactly like Mama’s. Her smile tilts wide while her Arabic nose 
scoops towards her chin. Even at seven, I’m not that much shorter, though I’m all camel legs 
and she’s all middle.
“Jansie! Megan, Isabel, Jeff! Come in, Come in!
We dump luggage on beds. Our room is called “The Twins’ Room,” even though I’m 
three years older than my sister. One bed for me and one for Isabel just like when Mama was 
little, there was one for her and one for her twin brother, Uncle Jay. A copper lamp dangles just 
above each of our pillows. If I stand on the bed, I can just reach it. A chain winds like a vine up 
to the high ceiling and back down to the electrical socket behind the headboard. Sometimes, 
before I fall asleep, I stare up wondering if tonight will be the night the lamp collapses, 
shattering me. The adults wouldn’t hurt me, but the house holds the potential. There are 
cobwebs in every corner of the ceiling, in the corners of the side table between us, and weaving 
between the shag carpet and the underbelly of my bed.
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Mama finds two sets of twin sheets in the hall closet and helps us make the beds. Our 
beds retain the rumpled indent of a body; someone else slept here. We know it’s Grandma, we 
know she roams the empty house like a ghost, preoccupied by her voices. But I never stop to 
think about why she roams or what she’s thinking. Right now this room is ours and when we 
aren’t at Grandma’s her world does not exist.
“This blanket used to be mine,” Mama tells us as we tuck the synthetic blanket, now a 
faded pink, under the mattress. I nod, but don’t think much about that, a different world,
Mama’s world when this house was young. I crawl across the bouncy mattress like a bear cub 
and tuck in the far corners.
In the evening we brush our teeth then say goodnight.
“Sleep well girls,” Daddy says from down the hallway. Mama follows us to our beds, 
and helps pull the threadbare chenille bed spreads up to our chins. Grandma too is there, her 
diamond-shaped shadow fills the doorway, widest around the middle, with a shadowy puff of 
hair.
“Goodnight Grandma,” we chirp, our eyelids heavy.
Where Mama sits to kiss me the bedsprings creak almost to the floor. The floral perfume 
and musty smells of the house cling extra strong to the bedclothes. I snuggle in, comforted by 
familiarity that sinks with the weight of us.
When we wake, Grandma is loud in the kitchen on the other side of the house. Pots and 
dishes clank and bang, and Grandma periodically cries out, as if tortured. The noises sound as if 
they come from the far side of a tunnel, muted by the thick carpet and the cloth calendars on the
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walls. We know intuitively not to worry about her yells. Smells fill our room: muffins baking 
and bear claws warming in the oven. She’s fattening us like dumplings, just with smells.
We pad down the long carpeted hallway onto the linoleum entryway and kitchen floor. 
We are greeted by the warm yellow of the oven and the lights necessary since daylight barely 
percolates through the window. Mama and Daddy sit calmly at the round breakfast table which 
is covered with more food than we could ever eat, a platter of sliced ham that’s been browned on 
both sides, a platter of store-bought bear claws, a plate of sliced cantaloupe, a bowl of tangerines 
from the bush on the back side of the house and a bowl of canned fruit cocktail swimming in the 
corn syrup liquid. Grandma tends to more foods like a shepherd with her flock. English Muffins 
burn in the toaster oven. Box-mix muffins balloon in the oven. Eggs scramble on the stove and 
tea squeals in the kettle.
We thump down in the plastic picnic chairs next to our parents waiting for food to appear 
on our plates. We don’t wait long. First come scrambled eggs, sprinkled with brown sugar, 
which Mama would never let us eat at home. They’re sweet and rubbery as I imagine silly putty 
would taste. Grandma bangs more food down around us then sits for a second supervising. She 
nudges different foods closer to our plates. Our job is to make Grandma happy and Grandma 
wants us to eat.
Isabel loves the canned fruit cocktail and I love the English Muffins with honey, no 
margarine please, though Grandma puts margarine on anyway and I sneakily switch mine out for 
the dry one on another plate.
“Thank you, Grandma,” we chirp as often as possible. Mama relaxes against the plastic 
chair and lets us make our own choices. Her elbow rests on the arm rest, her long, lean legs stick 
out from her shorts. Her leg bounces as she talks. Daddy sits quiet but smiling, his shoulders
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hunched. Mama chats with Grandma, ignoring the interruptions as Grandma jumps up for more, 
again and again.
Grandma pushes food on our parents too. “Have some more eggs, Jeff, please. Please.” 
“Jan, you’re too skinny! Eat just a little more.”
Mama’s the best at navigating, “Oh, Mom, this cantaloupe is delicious, thank you. No, 
no I don’t want another muffin. I’ll have a tangerine—I love the fresh fruit in California, what a 
treat!” Then, eventually, she can’t eat anymore and she starts repeating, “No thanks, Mom. I’m 
full,” in her brightest voice. And so we follow Mama’s lead and say that too.
“No thanks, Grandma. We’re full.” But only after we’ve eaten seconds, which pleases 
Grandma. And Mama is pleased that Grandma is happy. We’re making people happy by eating 
sugared eggs.
After breakfast the days are ours. We roam freely from inside to out. Red ants scramble 
in the patterns of the driveway cobblestones. “Wear shoes,” Mama hollers as we sprint past.
Red bite, black don’t. We dance around cobblestone, and race around brambles and trees.
Daddy shows us bugs that curl into balls in our chubby fingers, miniature armadillos, 
which lock themselves inside their bodies to be safe. “Pill Bugs,” Daddy says, and Isabel and I 
collect them, line them up, each bug keeps out the world through its biology, a benign technique 
against the danger—us—that they perceive. They hide their fatty, vulnerable parts behind their 
shells, and though we are bigger, smarter, wiser, we cannot penetrate unless we smash them. But 
we will not smash them. We only kill the ants.
Grandma and Mama sit outside on lawn chairs that Mama dug from a pile of junk. They 
seem happy, as if Grandma’s biology has always been benign. They lean their faces to the sun
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like plants, sun worshipers, their Lebanese skin soaks up the natural light. Grandma’s all the 
way Lebanese, which means I’m part Lebanese too. It’s why we like lemons, Mama tells us, 
when she picks them from the tree in Grandma’s backyard and sucks the juices straight.
Daddy boosts us into the old olive tree in the forest that used to be the front lawn. I’m 
older so Isabel is not allowed to climb as high. I look up towards the next branch and narrow my 
mind and focus. Focus is my expertise, pushing out the rest of the world and holding on only to 
the task at hand. Up I go. Up up up.
“Not too high!” I finally hear from below. There’s an anxious tinge I never hear in 
Mama’s voice. I look down. Grandma’s blue vest matches her eyes as she looks up at me; a 
face at the bottom of the ocean. The weeds and smaller trees tickle the edges of the lawn, and 
from here I can tell the grass used to make a perfect square. I like it better wild.
When we play inside, unsupervised, the house gives up treasures hidden in closets and 
drawers, buried behind endless boxes of tissues, bobby pins and decks of cards. We find an 
empty arm sticking through the gray chest in Uncle Larry’s Room. It’s a cast, we realize, with a 
thumb hole and a place for fingers, like the wrist guards Mama makes us wear when we roller 
blade. The thick plaster is painted with orange day-glow and looks like hardened cloth.
Someone painted it with bright pink flowers with yellow centers.
“Mom! LOOK!” We yell, racing the cast down the hallway.
“That was mine,” Mama smiles. She holds it gently and turns it from side to side.
“When I broke my arm, your Aunt Nancy painted this cast for me. It was the end of 5th grade, 
and Nancy was about to graduate from high school. When I went to the doctors to get it
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removed, I slipped it off my wrist without it needing to be cut.” She chuckles, “I don’t think it 
was supposed to be that loose.”
I am amazed by this story, this secret time when Mama was in elementary school like me, 
and Auntie Nancy was in high school. We put the cast on our hand, then off. On Isabel, it’s 
almost the size of her leg.
But the house doesn’t give up the harder secrets and Mama waits for us to find pieces 
before she tells stories of the past.
Back in the twins’ room, we rediscover the salmon-colored chair with nubby cloth and 
piping that comes to the center like a giant pumpkin. There is a cloth-covered button where the 
pumpkin stem would be. The chair swivels round and round like a Disneyland teacup. We fight 
over whose turn it is to spin. I’ve mastered how to whirl like a ballerina. I stick my hands under 
my bottom and stare at my reflection in the vanity mirror. A thin T-shirt hangs loosely from my 
shoulders, fringe bangs and straight hair tie in a ponytail with wisps falling out of place. I try for 
the neck dexterity of an owl, watching myself as I turn until I can’t anymore. Then I whip my 
head around and find myself again. I taste my ponytail for just a second as it hits my cheeks.
In the evenings, Grandma plays the baby grand piano in the living room. Music seeps 
into the cracks and cascades over her and us and this house and all her stuff. The wood 
crossbeams have gold Christmas garlands tacked to their undersides. It makes the room feel 
cozy, despite the vaulted ceiling.
There are pictures and books and gold angel sculptures covering every surface of the 
living room. Ancient hardcovers without their jackets fill the shelves. Inside and scattered
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between the pages are yellowing newspaper clippings and old bookmarks with bible verses. 
Grandma’s fancy-messy scrawl circles words and writes notes in the margins with exclamation 
marks. Like all adults she seems to glean meaning from content that is over my head. She’s 
written, “GROSSMAN” again and again, and “NO” and “HELL” and “LOVE” and “I 
DISAGREE.” When I find her notes, I stare for a second, then let them go. I know with a 
child’s certainty, that when I’m older I’ll understand.
Grandma doesn’t play piano like she’s performing and we’re not really listening. Bach 
or Christmas Carols flow over us as we play board games abandoned by Mama’s childhood.
“UNO!” I holler over the music. Isabel’s face scrunches as she frowns in concentration.
I want to win even though I know it makes her mad. I can feel Mama half-watch us from the 
recliner as she reads old Newsweek Magazines she didn’t get to when they were current. We 
like when Daddy teases her for being a packrat like Grandma, never throwing things away. “I’m 
optimistic that someday I’ll have time to read them,” Mama always replies with a shrug.
It’s time to go. We bump down the driveway, waving, the four of us packed tightly into 
the air-conditioned rental. Daddy’s “Oldies But Goodies” station and the smells of synthetic 
cleansers replace the birds and the floral musk of Grandma’s soft body hugging us goodbye.
“Grandma’s kind of weird. Isn’t she?” Isabel asks in tentative words, probing at her new­
found opinion. She senses a complexity under the surface. Isabel is four.
I whip my head and glare over the tops of suitcases stuffed between us. “I LOVE 
Grandma,” I snap. “DON’T talk about her that way.” The surface shimmers, sparkling like a 
glossy photo. I am third generation navigator of mental illness, I am well versed in policing 
silence. I am seven-years-old.
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Chapter Four
I’m eight. We’re on our way to Grandma’s. I sketch the passenger’s seat and Mama’s 
head in front of me. Daddy’s radio coos “ .. .Spooky little girl like you...” but I tune the music 
out. All I have is a horizon broken into its parts. I turn off my ears. I turn off my brain.
Mama’s brown hair fluffs around the seat cushion in curly waves, though it’s no longer hair, nor 
she my mother. The world is reduced to shadow and space. Dark lines push from my pencil.
All that matters is each shade of grey.
Mama cranks her body around to face us. “Okay, we’re almost at Grandma’s. Why don’t 
you start picking up the back seat so you’re ready to go when we get there?” I hunch over and 
erase furiously so it looks like I’m too busy.
“Did you call before we left?” Daddy asks.
I want to tune them out still, but I’ve lost it.
“Yes, but her phone’s disconnected again,” Mama says. “We might have to wait.”
“How long will we be here?” Isabel asks.
“Two days,” Mama says. “Megan, did you hear me?”
I nod but don’t look up. I stuff notebook and art supplies into my bag as we bump over 
the curb of Grandma’s drive.
Grandma’s not home. I nestle myself between plants to draw a geranium in a plastic pot. 
Isabel is reading Mama a kindergarten book and Daddy leans against Grandma’s 1966 Dodge 
Dart sedan, which long ago found its final resting place in the corner of the driveway by the 
fence. The tires are flat and vines coming off the fence grow toward it, threatening to engulf the 
frame. Someday, the car will be a perfect car-shaped bush, belonging to Wonderland.
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Daddy has a newspaper out, one eye on the street. I feel impatient too, I don’t like 
waiting. What if Grandma never comes back? It always seems more a possibility than the adults 
let on.
When Grandma gets here we’ll say hello and then I’ll find another place to curl up to 
draw or read. But this waiting messes with my focus. I need Grandma to be here, bustling 
around her house.
“Here she comes,” Daddy says finally, in that sing-song voice that masks annoyance. I 
hear her too. The creak of her tricycle jingles like an old swing set. We all look down the 
driveway where the trees fold gracefully, shading the drive. Then she fills the liminal between 
property and world. Her back is straight, her torso leans into each peddle like a human 
pendulum, left, right, left right. She is all navy blue and white: white blouse, white hair, blue 
trike, blue slacks, blue vest. Her hair is covered by a train-conductor cap that sparkles with 
cheap sequins. She wears thin lady’s gloves, the kind she often gives us for holidays.
She notices our rental car first. Her eyes flash angrily. Then she sees who we are and her 
whole face changes.
“Oh!” she says. “Oh! You’re here!”
“Hiiiii Mom!” Mama says, displacing Isabel from her lap.
“Jansie! I’m so glad you’re here!” They speak the same language, each sentence 
punctuated by an exclamation point we can almost see hovering above their heads. Mama leans 
down to hug Grandma and we stand behind waiting our turn. Mama first, me and Isabel second, 
then Daddy last. We line up in the order she loves us, the order we love her. No one minds this 
hierarchy. Love sometimes is an exhausting thing.
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“Come in, come in!” Grandma says, as Mama grabs plastic bags of groceries from the 
trike and Grandma pulls out her key ring. It’s a thick brass ring like jail keepers wear in movies. 
There must be fifteen keys jingling from the ring. Some are old keys like from the Middle Ages, 
some are house keys and some are padlock keys. We grab luggage and Mama chats which takes 
up time as Grandma slowly breaches entrance to her house via the garage. First she unlocks each 
padlock on the garage door, then with a pull of the handle, the white wooden door groans open. 
After parking her trike in the garage, she walks past the washer and utility sink and unlocks the 
metal door to the kitchen. As she pushes the door open, a little bell tinkles, welcoming us in.
“If I’d known you were coming I’d have prepared! I don’t have nearly enough food for 
you!” Grandma says. We are each carrying at least one shopping bag full of food that she just 
purchased. And we know she has more stuffed into the cabinets of the house.
“Oh, that’s okay, Mom,” Mama replies. “Perhaps we can go out to eat instead?”
Daddy nods emphatically at their backs. No one mentions that we had tried to call to tell 
her we were coming, that the phone was unplugged again. She unplugs it when The Voices 
speak from it, or when she thinks They’ve tapped her phone. It seems rude to mention the way 
she and The Voices were an inconvenience.
Isabel and I have set up an art studio in the living room. We crouch like beetles inside the 
carpet, our legs folded beneath our bodies, our backs like rounded shells. I’m working on 
drawing eyes, pages and pages filled with the almond shapes, extra round like mine. Isabel 
scribbles on a coloring book Mama found in a back bedroom. It’s brand new. We help 
ourselves to children’s bible stories left on the coffee table to use as backing for our art. The 
cover pictures are bold black lines with swaths of color for each animal, each disciple. There’s
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Mary and a cartoon donkey, though I don’t know the others and I don’t care. My brush with 
organized religion is a hard surface to draw upon.
Once upon a time, Grandma didn’t think much of organized religion either. As a young 
mother she wrote to her younger brother Abe: “even tho’ I  consider certain rites o f religion as 
devices for the masses, Abie, I  have conceded that the children need Sunday School and they will 
go regularly.” Yet it was Grandma who came to embrace religious rituals, at least ones of her 
own making. I press the pencil hard to shade in the iris of my drawing, then arch my head back 
to gain perspective.
The giant clock in the entryway of the living room chimes a melodious chord like an 
organ. Time no longer follows the hours of the outside world. As the chiming ends the cuckoo 
clock begins to whistle. Minutes later my own watch beeps the real hour so that time cascades 
down like a piano scale.
Grandma hums as she enters from the kitchen.
“Those look nice, girls,” she says. I glance at Isabel’s unicorn. It’s neatly colored for a 
five-year-old. My drawing is better. I’m older.
“Thank you, Grandma.” We’re concentrating, so we don’t look up. She watches for a 
moment, then sets what she is holding on the coffee table and patters away. I peek at what she’s 
left us. A fake-crystal candy bowl filled with silver-wrapped chocolate kisses, beckoning like 
small gifts. I grab three when Isabel’s not looking and hide them in the pocket of my shorts. I 
don’t want to seem greedy even though at Grandma’s no one would care.
Sitting at this desk years later, I can pull these specifics up and out of myself. Grandma’s 
short wide presence is just a backdrop, a part of the strange, familiar house. I try to fish for
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moments when she is obviously, undoubtedly schizophrenic. It was always there, a part of her, a 
part of this house. And yet.. .where are those memories? She seems just eccentric.
“How often do people just exist with schizophrenia, untreated?” I once asked a clinical 
psychiatrist named David Webster.
“I think it’s more than we know. People find ways of coping. Family members live with 
their erratic-ness as long as they don’t become dangerous. They just exist,” Webster spoke as if 
this were a tragedy.
They just exist. But I wonder what the rest of us are doing.
There’s a layer my child-self missed, tucked further within Grandma’s shag carpet than I 
bothered to notice. Don’t look too closely the house seems to whisper. Don’t feel too deeply. I 
mimicked my parents, I mimicked Grandma. We existed. We were good at it.
“People can have schizophrenia and be relatively high functioning,” Webster said,
“which is probably a pretty bad prognosis for a paranoid schizophrenic. The likelihood is quite 
high that at some point a person will manage to evade treatment and otherwise survive but 
there’s just a lot of suffering.”
“Time for lunch, girls,” Mama calls. “Wash your hands.”
I wander into the kitchen. Packaged luncheon meat—the variety pack with circles of 
processed bologna, ham and turkey—as well as iceberg lettuce and mayo sit out on the table, 
each complete with a spoon in its own plain white bowl. I don’t know which one of these foods 
I hate most.
“Hi Grandma,” I say, getting her attention. She’s muttering to voices and rummaging 
through linoleum-covered drawers.
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“Be right there,” she calls from inside a cupboard. I sit down and help myself to two 
slices of Wonder bread, hoping I can get away with eating only bread and cheese.
Gift time, I think. We usually get presents, though I feel guilty when I expect them. I 
stretch my legs under the plastic tablecloth, tightening my knee caps so I’m not tempted to watch 
what Grandma’s putting in the gift bags. I flex, relax, and flex: whatever knee I straighten 
thickens into rolls of excess skin, doughy like a puppy’s. There are scabby flakes on my 
kneecaps that itch like dandruff. I try not to scratch.
Next to Grandma sits an old scale. Yesterday I tiptoed on with my bare toes, the lines of 
my sandals like shadow-memories of the past days outside: dark bordering the lighter skin 
between my toes. The red arrow creaked from negative five and ticked unhappily around the 
dial like a stubborn clock, stopping just above 60— almost reality like the cuckoo clock in the 
living room, like the distorted mirror in the bedroom, like Grandma’s stories. Almost accurate, 
only ten pounds off.
Grandma works her way through the drawers of the old desk against the wall in the 
corner. It’s the only corner you can still reach. Occasionally, Mama clears some stuff so we can 
eat a meal at the bigger dining table. We sit amongst the gold candlesticks and a serving platter 
that Grandma spray painted gold. Most of the time, though, the table is too covered even to 
walk around. Plastic chairs wedge sideways between the table and the walls along with board 
games, wrapping paper, an exercise ball, a little kids tricycle and a pink plastic house.
By the time Mama, Daddy and Isabel sit down, Grandma is ready.
“Just a little something for your birthdays,” she sings, setting a gift bag in front of each of 
us. “This one is for Megan, who was born September 8th. This one is for Isabel, who was born
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November 27th. This is for Jeff, and this one is for my Jansie, born March 4, 1956.” She speaks 
as if reciting facts in front of a class, then sets herself down with a grunt.
“Mom, you didn’t have to,” Mama says. But we open the gifts because giving makes 
Grandma happy. Mama, Isabel and I get black plastic leather purses. Daddy gets a tie that’s still 
got the cardboard tag, though it’s bent and soft with age.
“Thank you, Grandma,” I say.
“Thank you, Grandma,” Isabel echoes. We’re good at sounding genuine.
“Oh thanks, Alice,” Daddy says. His voice squeaks. “I’ll wear it to work.” He’s not as 
good at sounding like he means it.
“You girls each have a coin purse for your change, and tissues for your nose. You can 
never have too many tissues,” Grandma says. She beams and nods, like Mrs. Claus. “And you 
each have one box of chocolates, you should eat them one. At. A. Time.” Her hand follows her 
words like she’s conducting an orchestra. We nod as if we didn’t know. At home, I still have 
most of my Halloween candy locked in a hiding place away from Daddy, who teases us by 
threatening to steal it. My favorites, the Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups in the orange square 
packages, taste stale by the time I eat them the eve of Halloween the following year. At 
Grandma’s, however, where sugar is infinite and other food tastes bad, I cram in as many sweets 
as I can.
“Oooh, how pretty. New leather gloves, and some earrings,” Mama says, putting on her 
gifts. “Wow, Mom. These are beautiful.”
We have a drawer at home that’s similar to many of the drawers here. Grandma’s 
drawers are stuffed with purses and tissues ready to be gifted. Ours is stuffed with purses and 
tissue she’s already bestowed.
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As we eat lunch, Mama and Grandma talk. Grandma asks follow-up questions, the way 
Mama does with us. As they talk, Grandma surveys the table then jumps up, more than once, to 
get more food. It’s as though a voice constantly whispers that she’s forgotten something.
“Alice, I can get th a t .  ” Daddy tries.
“Yeah, Mom, won’t you let us help?” Mama says, interrupting her own story.
But Grandma waves them off, hurrying to the kitchen for more butter or tea or left over 
cinnamon rolls or cookies or instant mashed potatoes with balls of the dry powder not all the way 
mixed up.
Mama and Daddy were high school sweethearts. This is the part of the story I know by 
heart: Mama was a freshman, Daddy was a senior. Daddy’s girlfriend and Mama’s best friend 
were sisters, and that family moved away. Daddy needed a girlfriend and Mama needed a best 
friend. So a few months later Daddy asked Mama out. Mama was 14 'A
Daddy had dinner with Mama’s family for the first time, in 1971. Tall and confident, 
with the brainy-cool of those men whose masculinity derives from their intelligence. He had 
shaggy brown hair and thick rimmed glasses and a jolliness to him that disarmed most teachers 
and friends’ parents. He liked people. He was good with people. His girlfriend had mentioned 
something off-hand about her mother being strange, but it had seemed a small detail, a 
personality trait.
Daddy arrived at 720 Los Ninos Way and was ushered into Grandma’s kitchen. Back 
then a giant bouncy ball and plastic play house didn’t fill the crevices of the family room and 
robust sunlight filtered through the windows. Maybe a cooked chicken sat on the fancy platter
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Grandma had spray painted gold. Maybe the white Corelle “durable glass” dinnerware seemed 
modern. Maybe the red place mats were not stained.
They sat like a Norman Rockwell family around a well-set table. They seemed not much 
different than his family at home with a mom who cooked the dinner, a dad who spent the day at 
work. My mother’s two brothers sat neatly around the table. Her two older sisters were off at 
college like he would be next year.
The dinner started off with polite questions and Grandma set the serving dishes at the 
center, fluttering like an anxious bird.
“Can I get you anything, Jeff?” I imagine Grandma asking Daddy, anxious to please. She 
was a petite woman with cropped brown hair and a tailored pants and shirt. Both Grandpa and 
Grandma seemed more traditional than his parents. It was quieter here—no record playing on 
the turntable, no cocktails before dinner. But they seemed kind and friendly.
They sat down at the table. Grandpa sat at the head, Grandma at the end nearest the 
kitchen, so she could jump up periodically for items she’d forgotten. Both of them asked 
questions of my father, and listened well. Unlike at home, where his father’s work stories took 
center stage, the conversation seemed to revolve around the children. My father settled into this 
dynamic and talked easily of his recent college tour back east and his job as a dishwasher at a 
local retirement home. They talked about student council which both he and my mother were on. 
They talked about Mama’s twin, Jay, who was becoming quite the star on the track team. My 
father focused on making a decent impression, asking questions, telling stories.
Soon, however, they ran out of questions. Grandma had been the main one doing the 
asking and she seemed to have lost interest. Forks clanked plates as they ate.
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My father glanced up. Grandma’s head was angled up towards the ceiling and slightly 
away. She looked like she was listening to something. Her lips moved silently. She was 
speaking to the wall.
“Pass the mashed potatoes?” Larry, Mama’s older brother, asked.
“Um, more chicken please,” Jay mumbled.
No one looked at Grandma. They smiled at each other as they passed dishes around.
“Jeff, more beans?” Grandpa asked, “Here you are.”
Between passing, however, Grandma was the only one who made a sound. My father 
didn’t know where to look. The muttering was audible, too obvious to be ignored.
And yet, ignoring seemed to be this family’s game. They were still the family in the 
Norman Rockwell painting with the dad in the button-up shirt and the mom in an apron. My 
father tried to catch my mother’s eye but she stared brightly everywhere but at him. Grandpa 
ate, slow and deliberate. Larry ate. Jay ate. My mother ate. Like cows in a field chewing cud 
through a storm.
Perhaps it was my mother who stood up and punctured the silence. “Well, we’re going to 
go now!” she said, grabbing plates to clear the table. “Thanks for dinner, Mom.” Her voice rang 
with artificial cheer. My father stood up after her, teetering a little, still unsure where to look.
He wasn’t usually this awkward. But the rest of the family jumped up too, the stillness of 
minutes earlier replaced with this clattering and moving. They sped into motion, like molecules 
on a burning stove, turning from liquid to gas. Just about to disappear into the air.
“Thanks for having me,” my father mumbled, not quite able to look at Grandma, even 
though she seemed to have stopped muttering. She nodded. Grandpa had disappeared, as had 
his sons.
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“Come on,” my mother motioned, and they walked out of the kitchen and down the hall 
to my mother’s room. Daddy didn’t look back. Mama pushed her whole body against her 
bedroom door and it shut. It clicked definitively.
“Sorry,” my mother said. Her voice was sing-song-y and when he looked up she seemed 
unperturbed, like her mother’s behavior didn’t bother her. He smiled back at her, relieved. It 
would have been awkward to have to talk about it. She smiled and shrugged, “I guess that was 
kind of bad.”
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Chapter Five
A year later, Isabel and I rediscover the photo albums with covers like leather couches. 
There’s Auntie Martha, the blondest, who was a teen model then a dietician and now our Aunt 
with six kids. There’s Grandpa and Grandma in their WWII army uniforms on their wedding 
day. There’s Mama and Uncle Jay, who don’t look like twins; they don’t even look like siblings.
Mama used to ride home on Jay’s handlebars, her dark hair in pig tails, her long legs tan 
from California sun. Only her little button nose was Irish. Jay, on the other hand, was a head 
shorter with freckles and dirty blond hair. Only his hooked nose was Lebanese. “Who’s your 
girlfriend, Jay?” other kids would ask as Jay peddled his darling twin home. Uncle Jay likes to 
tell this story. His voice gets nasally when he impersonates the other children and then he laughs 
and laughs.
There are many stories my family tells when we get together. They tell us stories as we 
sit in Nancy’s living room celebrating Christmas. My cousins and I lounge around at their feet 
as our parents sit together on the couch. Though they look different and act different, they laugh 
exactly the same with their heads thrown back and their mouths open. Auntie Nancy’s favorite 
story is road tripping to Yellowstone when Mama was seven. One night, in a hotel room on the 
way back, the three girls shared one bed and the two boys shared another. “Jan was the 
youngest, so of course she got to sleep in the middle,” Nancy says. When Grandpa and Grandma 
came to wake them in the morning they found Nancy curled up on the floor on one side of the 
bed and Martha curled up on the other. Seven-year-old Jansie spread like an X across the entire 
bed.
When she tells this story, Auntie Nancy elbows Mama and Mama shrugs. “I was an 
active sleeper!” she laughs.
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This is where the official story ends. But now, at 28, I know they were in that motel 
because Grandma needed medication. Something in her prescription was not going right. They 
had left Yellowstone early, had driven out the fast way to get help. But no one tells that story at 
family gatherings because that’s not a story. That’s just life.
Isabel and I close the photo album and trace our fingers along dusty picture frames. A 
stock photo of a smiling family inside a picture frame rests atop a picture of my Uncle Larry, 
covering the lower half of his face. Walmart is written in bright blue letters with a yellow 
asterisk winking at the top.
Isabel and I drift from the photos to the marble game on the card table by the sliding glass 
doors. The amber-colored globes reflect both the brown interior and the bright sunlight in the 
brush-covered patio outside. Each marble is cradled in its spot on the grooved wooden platter. 
Our heads touch as we work together, trying to solve the marbles’ riddles, taking turns jumping 
them. Our hazel eyes glow with the challenge and purpose of our work.
“I’m going to plug in your phone if that’s ok, Mom,” we hear Mama say in the kitchen. 
“It’s nice to be able to call you, we all like to say hi and check in!” Mama’s sneaky when she’s 
scolding. She coats her words extra-sweet.
In two days we’ll go visit Aunt Nancy in Sacramento and she and Mama will whisper 
again that the disconnection worries them. When the phone is off too long Nancy must drive 
three hours to Los Altos just to make sure Grandma’s okay.
Sometimes, when Nancy gets to Los Altos after days of calling, no one answers the door. 
Nancy knocks and knocks. Visions of Grandma’s body splay across Nancy’s imagination, the 
dead or dying body locked inside. It would not take long for the bugs, which already live on
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littered food crumbs, to commence decomposition. It would not take long for Grandma to 
become part of the shag. Birds whistle and the sunlight beats down on Nancy. The dirty 
windows watch her suspiciously. A sign on one of them says TRESPASSERS WILL BE SHOT.
My no-nonsense aunt sometimes has to walk purposefully through the bramble and climb 
through a back window. If she had needed, Nancy could have kicked the door open with just her 
foot. For all Grandma’s signs and locks and vines to hide her, if the world wanted, the world 
could get in.
Nancy marches through each room until she’s satisfied that there is not a body. Then she 
climbs out the window the way she came. She finds a plastic chair to sit in, grabs the book she 
brought for just this purpose and sits down in the sunshine to wait. Eventually, Grandma pedals 
up the driveway. “Hello! What a lovely surprise, so nice of you to come visit!” Grandma says.
Nancy hugs and scolds. She lets herself be fed. They plug the phone back in.
Now, Mama tries to save her sister another trip by plugging it in. “Oh? Did I unplug the 
phone?” Grandma asks as she cooks.
“Yes, Mom. You did,” my mother sighs.
Daddy has found himself a project for the afternoon, fiddling with the clogged toilet in 
the back bathroom. The toilet had flooded weeks ago and the back bedroom carpet was soaked 
almost to the hall. Grandma had abandoned the area and started showering and sleeping in other 
rooms. She had plenty to choose from.
Mama tells Grandma about my violin playing. She waits until I’m in the kitchen 
listening, so that Grandma and I can talk about this together, words like ribbons to bind us in
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commonality. I’m the musical grandchild. I’m proud that I play music and that Grandma likes 
it.
“What song are you learning, Megan?” Grandma asks.
“‘Minuet,’” I say.
“Which ‘Minuet’?” She asks.
I look to Mama, lost. It’s called “Minuet.”
“‘Minuet 1,’ by Bach,” Mama helps.
“‘Minuet 1,’ by Bach,” I say to Grandma.
“You’ll have to bring your violin next time you visit and I’ll accompany you,” she tells 
me. I nod shyly. Grandma has her master’s degree in music. I need to be good before I play 
with her.
On our last morning, Mama helps us take sheets off our bed and puts our towels in a pile 
before breakfast. We’ll be leaving before lunch.
“Maybe you just won’t go,” Grandma says as we sit at the table. I smash eggs through 
my fork, watching the rubbery yellow well up like lava through the tongs. Responding to 
Grandma on leaving day is Mama’s job.
Mama smiles blandly and chews her toast. “I washed our towels and sheets and put 
them in the linen closet for you. They’re all nice and clean,” Mama says.
“I wish you wouldn’t leave,” Grandma sighs in reply.
We roll our suitcases through the kitchen. Grandma has packed us lunches without 
asking if we want them. She follows us out to the driveway. The sunlight blinds us, even the 
black rental car seems washed out by its intensity.
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Grandma pushes sandwiches into Dad’s hands. “Take them, take them,” she insists. We 
won’t eat them, since we’ll be at Grandpa’s in time for lunch. Grandpa lives with his second 
wife, Anne, less than half an hour away.
“Thanks, Alice,” Daddy says hurriedly, distracted by the luggage. Mama’s always late, 
so she’s running through the house, doing last minute things.
“Jaaaaaaaaan! Come. On!” Daddy hollers, looking at his watch. We’re past the time we 
said we’d leave even though it doesn’t matter if we’re late. This is Mama and Daddy’s favorite 
fight.
Mama emerges sorting through magazines and newspapers as she walks. We all know 
she heard Daddy but she’s ignoring him.
“Ok, Mom. Nancy says she’ll be down to see you in a few weeks,” Mama says, her voice 
extra bright. Isabel and I hug Grandma quickly. Grandma’s body feels soft but underneath her 
muscles tighten. Her focus is on Mama. She’s been crescendoing towards this all morning. We 
tuck ourselves into the car to watch.
Mama lingers behind, giving Grandma a final hug. Their bodies are framed by the silk 
oak trees Grandma and Grandpa planted together long ago.
“Don’t go, Jan,” Grandma says. She sounds conversational, though louder than normal.
I watch, a member of the audience. I’ve seen this play before.
“I have to, Mom. I have to go to work on Monday. Megan has school in a few days.”
“Something might happen to your plane.”
But Mama owns reality, Mama’s world is true. She smiles gently, “Mom. You’ll be 
fine, we’ll be fine.”
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She hugs Grandma firmly and gets in the car with us. These episodes are part of the 
rhythm that lulls me. At the end we leave Grandma and that is that.
Mama rolls down her window and smiles. “Bye Mom, see you soon!” she says.
Grandma waves in return as if we’re already far off. Her hand shades her eyes from glare 
as if she can barely see us through the trees.
Daddy turns on the car radio fiddling for a station. I am trying to finish the puppet I 
made out of an airplane puke-bag. It’s an otter.
“That wasn’t as bad as it could have been,” Mama says.
“I found mold in the carpet in the back bedroom. That carpet probably needs to be ripped 
up,” Daddy replies.
“Well. I’ll tell Nancy. Maybe Tom can do it when they come up. I wish we’d known 
that back bathroom was flooded. If she hadn’t unplugged her p h o n e . ”
“She always does,” Daddy says. His tone has a sharpness to it. Mama looks out the 
window, and Daddy turns up the radio and sings along.
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Chapter Six
I’m eleven. “You listening, girls? Megan. Megan! Stop reading for a sec.”
Mama’s voice burrows into Anne o f Green Gables and yanks me out. This better be
good.
Once she sees my eyes, Mama launches into The Plan. She always has a plan, with more 
detail than I need or care about. We’re going to Grandma’s. Got it. I already know.
“We’ll stay with Grandma three days, spending Christmas with her then head to 
Sacramento for the extended family Christmas celebration. It’s at Auntie Nancy’s this year...”
“Mmmm...k,” I say, not listening. My eyes have returned to the page where plot moves 
forward. At Grandma’s, life spins in a whirlpool.
It’s Christmas Eve and Grandma’s house is ready before we are. Auntie Nancy and 
Uncle Tom set up the plastic tree a month ago when they visited. The tinsel, angels, and nativity 
scene stay up year round. Wise men have wandered off since Mama was a child moved on, like 
everyone else in this family.
In the family room, drawers are packed with red and green wrapping paper—although to 
get to it Mama must wade through newly acquired plastic chairs, boxes of unopened candlesticks 
and the broken scale. Christmas carols line the piano at the ready year round. The only thing 
that makes Christmas Christmas is that we’re here.
We set up our Christmas workshop in the Twin’s Room. Mama and Daddy have done 
the same in their bedroom with wrapping paper strewn across the floor. Everybody’s in high- 
production mode. Daddy is shopping for last-minute foods since he’s the only who isn’t 
overcommitted. Mama is wrapping and signing Christmas cards and prepping breakfast all at the
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same time. Grandma is spending more time in her master bedroom. She emerges to dump piles 
of gifts in front of the plastic tree. Then she scuttles to check mashed potatoes on the stove.
I emerge for a second from the Twin’s Room, and skip down the hallway to the kitchen. 
“Mom, we need a tray and aluminum foil,” I say, except I forget to make it a question.
“What do you say?” she asks. She’s signing Christmas cards to send out to everyone she 
knows. They’re going to be late again. Everything about Mama is late, she inherited that from 
Grandma.
“Please.”
“Why don’t you ask your grandmother?”
I whirl around and ask Grandma, who was there all along but muttering to voices instead 
of listening.
“Grandma, may I please borrow a baking tray?” I ask. I stand straight like she’s always 
telling me and wait politely for her eyes to refocus on me.
“Of course!” she says, smiling. She pulls a baking tray off the drying rack. “This kind?”
“Thank you, Grandma.”
It is not until years later when I start asking questions that I learn Grandma once tried to 
burn down the Christmas tree. It was in the 1960s, in the middle of the night. My mother was 
about my age. When she woke up, her mother had gone—once again—to the hospital. My 
mother thought she went there periodically to rest.
“Don’t come in!” we say later when Mama tries to bring us carrot sticks for snack.
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“I’m not looking,” she says, opening the door anyways. She sets the carrots, peeled and 
sliced, on the dresser by the door. We ignore them. We’re focused.
We’ve brought our favorite Sculpy Clay book from home, and we’ve made zipper pulls 
and ornaments already for Mama and Daddy. All we need is something for Grandma.
“I think it should be an angel pin,” I say. I make all the decisions because I’m the oldest.
Isabel nods.
“I think it should be blue and gold because those are her favorite colors,” I say.
Isabel nods.
We still have to bake everything and Mama said only one more hour before dinner. And 
then after dinner the night is packed: cookie making for Santa and singing Christmas carols.
And we haven’t finished coloring our home-made cards. We rush around and hurry because 
Christmas, like everything, must be perfect.
“Grandma cooked a really special meal tonight,” Mama says for Grandma to hear. I 
survey what’s already on the table, searching for something edible. There is a giant ham, 
mashed potatoes, green beans and stuffing. Growing up, Grandma’s Lebanese mother cooked 
elaborate, special Sunday dinners. Rounds of flat bread kmaj, balls of wheat and lamb kibbi, and 
stuffed grape leaves,Mihshi. But Grandma worked in her papa’s store instead of her mama’s 
kitchen. The only Lebanese tradition from the kitchen that Grandma absorbed was her insistence 
that we eat, eat, eat.
After dinner we sing every Christmas song in Grandma’s books, even the ones we don’t 
know. We hum when we’re lost and sing with all our might when we’re found again.
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“Hark the herald angels sing / Glory to the newborn king / Christ on Earth, good will to 
me-en, du du duu do du du duu...” Daddy’s voice is deep but less exuberant than the rest of us. 
Mama’s is in tune except she squeaks on the high notes. Isabel is off. Only Grandma knows all 
the words and she’s the loudest of us all. I sing like it’s a Rodgers and Hammerstein musical. 
Grandma sings as if speaking to God.
Grandma keeps playing music after we’ve all said goodnight. As Mama tucks us in, 
Beethoven’s notes waft down the hall. Grandma’s melodies crackle through the thick obscurity 
of the deeper chords; I’m rocking in melody, fast asleep.
And then Isabel is shaking me.
“Merry Christmas, Megan! Merry Christmas!”
Excitement floods my veins. Grandma is awake. She is always the last to bed and the 
first one up. It means she’s always there to greet us. Always a part of this house.
We gather around the Christmas tree, gay and giggly, opening gifts. A tangerine is 
stuffed into the bottom of our stockings, just like in Mama’s stockings when she was a kid.
“Grandma, open ours,” I say, pointing to the little box Isabel and I had wrapped the day
before.
Grandma unwraps carefully. Like a lego-woman with wings, our hand-made angel stares 
with comic-like eyes. A rudimentary round balls sits atop the soft triangle skirt and feathered 
gold wings. We have glued a pin to its back. Grandma smiles.
“Oh! It’s an angel. It’s beautiful. Thank you, Megan, thank you Isabel.”
“We know you like angels,” I explain, never doubting that she’s touched.
She pins it to her blue vest, and it matches perfectly.
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Chapter Seven
I grow into a teenager visiting Grandma’s house, occupying this place just like Mama 
did. The house, however, has changed since Mama was a teen. I don’t know when. I don’t 
know why. I don’t ask questions.
I pick up a book and flip through it not really reading. It might be Chaucer or Dickens, 
with cloth covers in bold, faded colors with gold lettering stamped to the spine. I set the book 
down. A picture book with a thin, bendable spine sits next to the hefty classic. A price tag says 
USED on its spine. I do not question where these books came from. Stuff enters the house, then 
does not leave, like a stagnant pond, like her body in the years to come.
A bookmark falls from the book’s inner groove. The bookmark is cloth, with The 
Beatitudes written in green machine stitching, then laminated. Blessed are the poor in Spirit: for  
theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are they that morn: for they shall be comforted. Each 
letter is capitalized, as if each word will sink with its own significance. Blessed are they which 
do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be filled. There are so many words, so 
many blessings. Through the years, as bookmarks fall from my memory my mind retains few of 
her prayers.
We find bookmarks like this one throughout the house. One has The Ten 
Commandments. The Serenity Prayer is on another. Where she got them or why they resonated 
is lost. I know she is religious just as I know she is schizophrenic. For Grandma, the two are 
connected. She turns more and more to the unknown and the unexplainable. Religious 
pamphlets and bookmarks are placed atop the encyclopedias, psychology books and pamphlets 
on childrearing.
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Isabel and I pick up these tokens of Grandma’s life and put them down, without really 
seeing. Newspaper clippings, letters, sketched house plans, and journal entries fall from books. 
The pages have yellowed under piles, and are wedged between shelves and walls. She has cut 
out an opinion piece on Los Altos politics and circled “disgust,” “political disrepair,” and 
“plague” in red pen, making a commonplace editorial turgid with anger the author never 
intended. “LIES!” Her red ink screams, with extra exclamation points. “GROSSMAN!” She 
writes elsewhere. “No! No! NO!” We skim over her words and exclamations. We do not 
diagnose or parse out otherness or sameness. We rarely push Grandma out of her comfort zone. 
We peruse her shelves as if they are our own.
Why didn’t I ask questions? Why didn’t I look closely at the pages of her books? It is as 
though everything that was tainted with schizophrenia was protected by a wall. We respected the 
boundaries. Don’t notice the whisperings, don’t notice the scattered letters or the notes she taped 
to the walls. So much of it was right there, if I’d only looked. I could have asked her what she 
believed in. I could have asked her why. I could have asked her what she thought about when 
she was alone. But I was afraid of the answer. As, I think, was she. Insanity is harder to 
navigate than normal. And now the house is demolished and Grandma gone.
We grow up, we grow tall. Isabel and I match so perfectly in height we could be twins.
Yet as we grow, Grandma’s house doesn’t change. We sleep in the same beds under the 
synthetic, worn blankets. Our bodies sink almost to the floor. We eat breakfast together and then 
disperse to our individual activities. Isabel and I each bend like tall reeds over textbooks, sitting 
in Grandma’s plastic chairs. We focus on our Spanish, math, science, English. Even on vacation
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we study. Mama and Daddy and Grandma leave us to it. They work through their own 
challenges by chit chatting with each other or muttering to The Voices.
“I like that you mark what you’re reading, just like your grandmother,” Mama tells me 
one day when I’m still in high school. She holds up a book I read for my AP literature course. 
Within the pages I’ve written “Jesus!” next to an image of a squirrel on a cross. I’ve circled 
words the author has repeated, scribbled definitions in margins, and written “No!” when the main 
character’s life takes a turn for the worst. But my scribbles aren’t like Grandma’s.
“I’d never thought about it,” I tell Mama, wishing I hadn’t lent her the book. My notes 
feel as personal as a diary.
I’m fourteen. “Megan, why don’t you get out your violin so you and Grandma can 
play?” Mama asks, standing in the doorframe of the Twins’ Room.
I glare at her. At home, when Mama disguises questions I’m not allowed to say no to, I 
drag my heels. Even couched as a suggestion, she’s nagging. At home she’s always hollering 
from the kitchen as she makes dinner, “MEGAN? Have you practiced your violin?” She only 
asks when she knows the answer is no.
I would love to play with Grandma, but not if Mama asks.
“Well. You just let us know when you’re ready,” Mama says, turning.
Mama has told us more than once that Grandma never taught her children piano. If one 
of them expressed interest she found someone else to teach them, but she never nagged them to 
practice. Most of her children played for a little while, then drifted on to something else. “I 
think she didn’t want to push her passion on us,” Mama says. “I’ve always wished I stuck with 
an instrument.”
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Sometimes, it’s easy to forget that music is another area where I’m lucky. I forget that 
nagging is something Mama never had. I wait until Mama leaves the room to prove I’m not 
doing it for her. Then I emerge from the bedroom, my bow already tightened and my instrument 
tuned.
Grandma sight reads the accompaniment to my Mozart concerto and then I sight read 
easy Mendelsohn pieces with her. I stand behind her as she hunches close to the music. She is 
much better at sight reading than I am, even as her eyes fail. Her gold ringed fingers tickle the 
keys.
“Mmmmm they’re messing with my fingers!” she mutters, massaging them between 
songs. She has arthritis, but has refused to see a doctor for 20 years. Sometimes I hear Mama 
and Aunt Nancy discussing ways to convince her to go to the doctors, but she refuses. Mostly 
Grandma’s joy in the music outweighs her frustration with her fingers. The way her mouth 
creaks upwards seems unrestrained. She isn’t forcing this smile. She isn’t forcing the closed 
eyes, the relaxed shoulders.
“Ah, wonderful,” she sighs, and I nod, glad we can do this together. I’m good. I could 
be really good—like her—if I practiced more. But even as my vibrato flits above her harmony, I 
know I don’t love it like she does. We have this in common, and yet music does not bind us the 
way I want it to.
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Chapter Eight
I stare at the board where Mr. Smith scribbles frantically. The class is Advanced 
Biology, 4th period, right before lunch. The sun inclines through the window, hitting white tables 
and microscopes. I lean my chair back, my purple Converses pushing against the joint of the 
table. My classmates rest elbows on the table, half-sleeping, half taking notes, their backs 
slouched, their angular limbs protruding. I’m not taking notes, even though I love this class. My 
best friend is scribbling furiously beside me. I can use her notes to study for tests.
We’re learning about mental illnesses today. Last night, as Mama cooked dinner I 
skimmed the biology textbook, reading the chemical imbalances of depression, bipolarity, 
schizophrenia. Every night I read the textbook, forcing my mind to sop up facts like a sponge. It 
doesn’t occur to me that this is anything but distant and objective.
“Schizophrenia!” Mr. Smith screams at the chalk board. Mr. Smith is always screaming. 
He’s entertaining if you can handle his intensity. By this point in the year the class is used to 
him. Smith scribbles diagrams and statistics. His short, rotund body stands on tip-toes to utilize 
the entire board and his ponytail swings back and forth with his body.
I slam my chair down, leaning forward. Smith says it again.
“Schizophrenia!” he circles 16-32. “That’s when most people are diagnosed!” I’m 
sixteen. I’m winning awards for music. I’m a cross country runner. I have my first real 
boyfriend and we haven’t gotten past first base. “It could happen, could hit you, you, you (he 
points to me), you smart kids, that’s who.”
She wasn’t born with it, I think. She was smart and young once too.
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Part Two: Daughter
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Chapter Nine
When Mama and her siblings recount their childhood, their stories brim with detail. They 
are precise and objective in the same way Grandma recited our birthdays. The facts provide the 
framework for a story, like the skeletons of wooden boats upside down in a boatyard. But where 
are the feelings? The stories feel incomplete, a frame of facts.
Even as a child, I realize, I filled in their stories with my imaginings, lies draped on a 
framework of truth. Once, I wrote a story about my great-grandmother, Rahija. My mother 
probably told me, “your namesake, Rahija, came from Lebanon when she was young. She 
immigrated by boat.” Then Mama turned her attention to something immediate, like dinner or 
the day’s agenda.
In my head, however, Rahija stood on a deck, staring for the first time at America.
Smells of salt water and coal filled her nostrils. Wind pushed wisps of her hair out of her bun 
and cut through her long, simple dress. She was excited and scared. She didn’t know if her 
brothers had gotten her letter, if they would be at the dock waiting for her. She didn’t know if 
customs would let her through.
I didn’t know what year Rahija came. I didn’t know how old she was. I didn’t ask. In 
my version of my great grandmother’s crossing, she boards a ship like the Titanic and lands on 
Elis Island. She sees the Statue of Liberty. She is sixteen, the age of the heroines in my favorite 
books.
My father’s family told full stories where the smallest moments stretched to fill the room. 
Daddy and his sister would tell embarrassing moments from 30-years-earlier; pausing for impact, 
exaggerating, using full comic affect. “We turned the corner,” Daddy would start, “and from the 
back seat I saw that cooked turkey fly across the sky, family heirloom platter and all.” His hand
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would follow the trajectory of the thanksgiving turkey’s final flight into the ditch. “Now that 
was exciting, wasn’t it, Ma?”
Daddy’s stories didn’t need me, Mama’s did. Her stories stood out for the immensity of 
their shapes, and their emptiness. As if the builders pounded wood to nail, then stood up and 
walked away, blue sky filling the vacant spaces in the frame.
When I was in 4th grade, I wrote my favorite story of my mother’s childhood. When she 
was nine years old, Mama was forgotten at a gas station near King’s Canyon National Park.
They were on a road trip and they stopped to pick up one last item for their picnic lunch. 
“Nobody get out of the car,” Grandpa said. But my mother got out. My Grandparents counted 
heads before leaving, one-two-three-four-five-ok-lets-go! and the station wagon drove away. 
They drove to a picnic ground and piled out of the car. Kids ran to restrooms, adults made 
sandwiches at the picnic bench. Only when they sat down to eat did anyone realize my mother 
was missing and that no one could remember sitting next to her in the car. Nancy had brought a 
friend; the kids numbered six.
Nancy drove back to the gas station to fetch my mother. She expected to find a 
distraught younger sister, but when she drove up, my mother had set herself on a big rock in the 
middle of the parking lot. Mama smiled and waved.
In my rendition, I changed who told the story. In real life it was Nancy, the memory- 
keeper. But in my version Grandma tells “little Megan.” I made up dialogue and added extra 
plot lines, elongating the truth like a piece of gum. There’s a hide-and-seek game for the twins 
to play, to better explain how Mama went missing. I added other stops before the family realized 
mama was missing. I created each person’s reaction when she was found. That’s what made the 
story mean something to me.
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***
They lived in the moment. I did too. I didn’t ask questions. Questions could push at 
something sensitive, palpating skin where there could be a bruise. And I was afraid I would ask 
something I should have known, terrified to be exposed as not smart enough.
Instead I listened. My head cocked sideways, my vision blurred. I listened for the 
snippets of the past and for the small dramas of the present. They called me Big Ears, though it 
was my eyes that overtook my face wide eyes and synched mouth, like a Victorian street urchin. 
Mama and Daddy murmured conversations when they thought we were sleeping. Mama and 
Nancy chatted from other rooms when they thought we were playing. I absorbed the world 
through observation, as if I was not in it. “You’re an auditory learner,” Mama told me. “Just 
like your Grandma.”
I ask questions now. I ask my aunts and uncles, trying desperately to understand my own 
family. They show me letters they’ve saved. They tell me what they remember. They honestly 
want to help.
But I’m late. Grandma’s gone. Age and lack of telling have left her children’s stories 
exposed to the elements. They are smooth and weathered. More accurate, perhaps, than 
Daddy’s stories. But empty. I’ve been forming boats from these stories, I realize, for a long 
time. Now I align my stories with their facts, though I still find myself filling in their raw data 
with emotions they’ve forgotten. I’m still trying to set sail.
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Chapter Ten
m m p J i r l f l t j j I
Jan. 23, 1946
Dearest Alice, ,
Good-ness, I must write Jack. Tell him 
for me, if you wanta, that we do welcome 
the Irish into a pure-bred Syrian family.
The combination s o u M s  high-powered to me. 
(you dress it up, tho.) Its that mixture 
of the best of different nationalities 
that develope the best minds in the country. 
You know that, Well, nuf ced.
Love, to a swell sister and brother.
Gladys
My Grandparents met at Arlington Hall, Signal Intelligence Headquarters of the US 
Army, in November 1945. The war was ending like a sun meandering towards the horizon, 
touching the world in unique patterns of light as it fell. Franklin Roosevelt was dead. Victory in 
Europe Day had come and gone. An atom bomb was dropped on Hiroshima. Another on 
Nagasaki. Many Americans took the news with more relief than horror. Victory in Japan Day 
came. On base, Grandma and Grandpa’s hours had been reduced to civilian work days, only
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eight hours a day, five days a week. Free time, a burgeoning national confidence and the 
decrease of rations was more powerful than moonlight. It was mating season in America. The 
young soldiers of Arlington no longer restricted now paired, wooed and married, and the baby 
boom began.
Alice Tamam Bassett was a WAC, part of the Women’s Army Corps. She was a 
cryptologist, breaking code. She had joined the army in 1944, less than a year after Congress 
voted the WAC into existence.
Grandma grew up as the star academic in a Lebanese immigrant family (they called 
themselves Syrian until the border shifted, the town of Kfeir where both my great grandparents 
are from, was in Syria when they immigrated but is part of Lebanon today). Her parents settled 
in West Virginia and had a family of five girls and only one boy. Her papa dreamed of education 
for his American children, especially his sons. But for most of Grandma’s childhood, Papa 
didn’t have sons, he had her, the fourth girl. She was the smartest, most driven child.
Grandma’s only brother, Abe, was nine years younger. By the time she joined the army at age 
23, Grandma had devoted years to education, more than fulfilling her papa’s dreams. It was no 
small responsibility. Grandma had a bachelor’s degree, a master’s degree, had taught high 
school for a year and had even learned to fly. When she finished her Master’s in Music 
Education, she said, “I’ll be your boy, Papa, I’ll go to war.”
She liked to tell us this detail even in her eighties. I ’ll be your boy, Papa. I ’ll go to war. 
She nodded as she said this, pleased with herself. So ahead of the times. Such a good girl.
By the time Grandma met Jack Rutherdale, she was 24, two years Grandpa’s senior. My 
grandfather was a tall, quiet, Irish-American boy from California. His mother didn’t want him to
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enlist in the war so he attended college until he was drafted in 1943. After completing basic 
training, his unit was about to be shipped to the Aleutian Islands as part of the bloody campaign 
to oust the Japanese from Attu. But having scored highly on various aptitude tests, he was pulled 
from his unit just before the deployment to Alaska. The army taught him Korean and then 
Japanese. He ended up in Arlington as a translator, translating the Japanese messages that 
cryptologists like Grandma had decoded.
Grandma was 5’4”, with exotic dark features and blue eyes. She was a connoisseur of the 
littlest moments. She found pleasure in flowers on her walks with Grandpa and in the sound of 
church bells. She would suggest they sit in the sunshine, and she’d lean up towards it, her eyes 
closed, a smile on her face as they talked. She loved the taste of ice creams in the small 
packages with the little wooden spoons. They would sit on the barrack stairs and talk politics or 
current events, tasting the chocolate and vanilla, letting the wood spoons rub against their 
tongues.
Grandma was also a serious, disciplined young woman. It was rare in those days to find 
a woman who dreamed of further education and never questioned her right to pursue it. When 
the war ended, she planned to continue schooling on the GI bill, perhaps pursue a PhD. She 
came from a family of six children, and of course she wanted children of her own. But it was 
academia—not children—that made Grandma light up.
At 6’2”, Grandpa’s tall, thin body never filled out his uniform and he bent like the tip of a 
hemlock towards the rest of the world. Disposition-wise he seemed sturdier than the loud, 
Lebanese cousins her mother Rahija had pushed towards Grandma. Grandpa was reserved, yet 
had a quiet earnestness that was kindred to her own spirit. He, too, was the child of an 
immigrant father, who’d come from Ireland as a teenager. And although Grandpa had grown up
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in California, a magical land of Hollywood and turquoise ocean, no matter how much Grandma 
pumped him with questions, his answers were never exaggerated or overdone. She loved his 
understated manner. She loved his small, Irish nose like in the movies. She loved the slow smile 
that, once caught, spread across his face like wildfire.
They fell in love while volunteering for Kitchen Patrol, the most despised chore on base 
and thus a sure way to be alone together. They read Grandma’s subscription to Life Magazine in 
the campus center, and they watched cartoons in Arlington’s theater. Neither of them had ever 
dated before. They were married after just four months.
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They moved to California a year after their marriage, far away from Grandma’s past life 
in West Virginia. They studied at the University of California Berkeley and lived poor, busy, 
hardworking lives. They were happy. Weekends were spent with Grandpa’s parents at their 
farm-house less than an hour away. Grandma’s teenage brother Abe spent that first summer in 
California with them, and they squeezed a cot into their tiny bedroom, just like barracks in the 
army. They talked politics and philosophy, living on cheap boxed meals.
It wasn’t more than a month after Abe’s departure that Grandma realized she was 
pregnant. It was sooner than they’d planned. Grandma felt her dreams shift as the baby 
expanded inside her. They decided to leave school behind; Grandpa had his bachelor’s degree, 
Grandma her master’s, and Grandpa was ready to be out in the working world. They moved to a 
small apartment in the suburbs. Grandpa started his job as a contractor with his father, and 
Grandma began her career as a housewife.
Larry was born on March 14, 1948. His head got stuck in the birth canal and his brain 
lost oxygen. When it was over, they had a large, healthy, smiling baby boy. Although hey did 
not realize it immediately, Larry would struggle with developmental delays his whole life.
They moved into their first home: a two bedroom suburban house near Grandpa’s 
parents. One at a time, as money allowed, they purchased home improvements and 
conveniences of the modern age: a dust pan, an ice cube tray, a washing machine, a set of 
curtains, a couch, a car. Grandpa got a job at a telephone company in San Francisco and 
commuted to and from the city by train. Every night when he arrived home, Grandma had 
dinner ready, and a pleasant smile on her face.
The two-bedroom house had room for more, and whether they were ready or not, within 
two months of Larry’s birth Grandma felt her body growing again. Before Larry hit one year,
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Nancy arrived. Two in diapers, two crawling babies, one in each arm. “We were a very happy 
foursome. Very, very happy,” Grandma said shortly before she died. “Jack called Larry his little 
laughing boy. And Jack had long legs and he held Nancy with her back down and the two of 
them would look at each other with their little eyes, and relate.”
Grandma approached motherhood as she had approached her studies and her cryptology. 
She was a devotee of Dr. Spock’s Baby and Child Care Book, and followed every piece of 
advice precisely. My grandmother did this for every new challenge in her life. She found books 
and became an expert of the task at hand.
I imagine her early motherhood days. “Once, Larry was eating a juicy pear,” Grandma 
said. “Nancy was a toddling baby, she didn’t have teeth yet. She crawled around the grass and 
crawled up to Larry and took his juicy fruit.” The grass tickles the fat of their baby knees and 
Grandma’s modest dress. Larry sits in his diaper, with a square head and dimpled smile. Nancy 
crawls around the yard in circles, stopping to check out a leaf and then to examine a blade of 
grass. She crawls to her brother and looks at what he’s holding. Pear juice drips onto Larry’s 
tight shirt and covers his face. Though Nancy’s intentions are scrawled easily across her face, 
her brother does not see it coming. Nancy plucks Larry’s pear and Larry’s smile turns abruptly 
down.
“Nancy! You don’t even have teeth!” Grandma exclaims, laughing.
“Here, Larry, there’s more pear,” she says, handing him her own piece. She hugs each of 
them to her, unconcerned with their sticky hands. Nancy gums the fruit and sucks at its juice. 
Larry smiles.
Martha, the third child, was planned, two and a half years later. The house was cramped 
and their finances improving, so they bought a brand new four-bedroom house at 720 Los Ninos
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Way on land that used to be a prune orchard. Grandpa built a cement path around the perimeter, 
perfect for small training wheels and roller skates. He built a sandbox. They bought a sprinkler. 
They planted an olive and fig tree in the front yard and lemon trees in the back. Thirty-five years 
later, I was introduced to this house. Fifty years later Grandma still lived there. With trees that 
fortified and locks that kept her feeling safe.
By the time they moved into the Los Altos house in 1952, my grandparents had three 
children under five, not yet in grade school, the eldest with special needs. Meanwhile, with his 
commute, Grandpa was gone twelve hours every day. In one letter from this era, Grandma wrote 
to Abe how much easier two children had been than three. “A 2-child family doesn’t seem 
proper however. 4-6 seems right ...and ye t...”
So many goals crowded into one driven vessel of a woman. As she took on new roles, 
she never fully let go of the roles she’d had before. Grandma wanted—needed—to be the 
perfect mother, wife, sister, daughter, student, housewife, and friend. She kept taking university 
classes. She read great literature to keep her mind sharp. She attended PTA and American 
Association of University Women (AAUW) meetings. They played bridge with friends on 
Saturday nights. She wrote letters in Arabic to her aging mother and letters in English to Abe, 
now deployed oversees. She kept her hair done and her floors waxed and read bed time stories 
and tended the garden in the yard. She researched each political candidate, and kept up on the 
news. She never missed an opportunity to vote.
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All day, Grandma was home with her children. She loved her babies, and yet she wanted 
some snippets of time. “Any reading I  do is governed by accident, ” she wrote to Abe.
As much as I  love and enjoy them, I  do sometimes feel I ’m in jail. The end is in view however: 
Larry and Nancy will be in Kindergarten in Sept. & Martha will be 3 in August. That means I  
should have ten hours o f free time each week. (1) One day to wax floors, (2) one to clean shelves 
and drawers and closets, (3) one to wash windows, (4) one to shop for groceries, (5) one to work 
in nursery school. Hmm—where do I  squeeze in a trip to the library? Oh well, dirty windows 
next year. Or unwaxed floors. Or un ironed clothes. Alice, don’t kid yourself—yo u ’ll be outside 
gardening your hours away, you foo l.”
The twins were born on March 4, 1956, my mother first, then Uncle Jay six minutes later. 
A healthy, happy handful, more bodies to be nurtured, encouraged and loved. This is not a 
tragedy, this is a story of good luck: five happy children—one more than expected, sure, one 
with developmental delays, but healthy babies nonetheless. Alice Rutherdale got most 
everything she wanted. My grandmother had it all.
Facts rush past like a moving picture. Slow down, I whisper. I want flesh, I want story. I
want the story to be a roadmap so I will know how to avoid wrong turns. In just a second her life
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will crack open like an egg on pavement. A nervous breakdown, they called it. Why her? I 
want the answer to be here.
It happened two years after the twins’ birth. It was ten years into motherhood, 11 years 
into marriage, and the end of her military career, and 14 years since completing her master’s 
degree. It was 30 some years since she’d first tried to impress her father; it was nine years since 
his early death. It was 18 years since she’d moved away from home; it was four years in this 4- 
bedroom, suburban house.
Grandma woke up screaming. It was the middle of the night. She sprinted from their 
ranch-style home and up the suburban street towards the newly built school where her children 
would someday attend. She was screaming, screaming, screaming. The neighborhood lit up, 
one after another like ships at sea. A dog barked. A baby cried. People’s voices. A howl.
Grandpa ran after her, but she could not see him. Stop. Please. Stop. Grandpa called 
the ambulance, and the neighborhood brightened with more and more light. The medical crew 
pushed her down and tied her in a strait jacket. People. Screaming. Everywhere people. More 
voices. Yelling. Murmuring. Grandpa watched from the doorway. She looked like a child, 
dressed in an oversized white coat. Her black hair hung like weeds around her face. She had 
calmed, though she looked lost and afraid. Then, right before she was escorted into the 
ambulance, she looked back at Grandpa.
“Don’t take me away from my babies!” She screamed. She stepped inside the 
ambulance, and the ambulance drove away.
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On Sunday April 20, 1958, the house was deafeningly quiet. This, my Aunt Nancy 
remembers, these are the facts: Nancy was nine years old. She was the first awake, and Grandpa 
told her that Grandma had to take an ambulance to the hospital. Like most of the hard stories my 
family tells the rest must be filled in.
Nancy wakes to jolting silence. In the bed next to her, Martha’s six-year-old cheek is 
pressed to her pillow. Nancy rises, peeks up and down the hall: the door to her parents’ bedroom 
is open, the door to her brother’s room is still closed. The two-year-old twins will sleep another 
few hours.
Nancy pads down the cork tile hallway. Perhaps she runs her nails along the hallway’s 
panel seam, like I used to in this same hall.
Her father sits quietly in the living room. On the weekends, Grandpa helps with domestic 
duties, doing the grocery shopping and other errands, cooking pizza each Saturday night. 
Yesterday he took Nancy and Martha to the store with him, and let them each pick out a treat 
when they had finished with the week’s grocery list. However, noise making in the kitchen is 
not the way Grandpa occupies space. The domestic clatter belongs to Grandma.
“Your mother got sick last night, Nancy,” Grandpa says. His voice is frank and calm. 
Nancy nods, accustomed to her father speaking to her like an adult.
“She’s going to stay at the hospital to rest for a while. Your grandmother will be here 
tomorrow to help care for you. Today, I’ll need you to help.”
Nancy nods again. She likes being useful. Sometimes she washes dishes while Larry 
dries. She likes to help with grocery shopping. She helps pin cloth diapers on the twins, and
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sometimes one of them crawls away mid-change. When this happens, Grandma and Nancy 
laugh and laugh. Nancy crawls after the baby, attaching safety pins in motion.
Being confided in feels natural, part of her role as acting like the eldest child. Mom is 
sick, but Mom is okay. She watches for signs that her father is worried or anxious, and she finds 
nothing. His face is calm, so Nancy tries not to worry either.
Grandpa doesn’t tell the other children; Nancy doesn’t either. Martha, Larry and the 
twins have no idea why their mother has gone.
Grandma spent four months in Agnew State Hospital, California’s state-of-the-art mental 
facility. Agnew was a charming campus with cottage-like, low-rise white stucco buildings and 
tile roofs. Nancy stared out the car window, watching the sprawling lawns behind the palm 
trees, which lined the road leading to the administration buildings. It looked rational, western, 
like a museum or a park.
Grandpa led them across the sunny lawn to a row of single-story cottages under a grove 
of trees. He had been to visit before, but it was the first time the children got to see their mother. 
She’d been gone three weeks.
“My children!” Grandma called as they entered. She gave each of them a hug, then 
kissed Grandpa gaily. “Welcome, welcome!”
She looks like my mother, Nancy thought. Her hair was pinned up, just like always. Her 
dress was ironed and tucked primly in. She acted just the same too, cheerful, proper, asking lots 
of questions.
“How’s having Grandma Elizabeth take care of you?” Grandma asked.
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“Grandma Elizabeth makes me wear ugly shoes to school,” Nancy said. “And the same 
dress three days in a row!”
“Oh, Honey, I’ll be home soon,” Grandma told her, bending down to Nancy’s level.
“The doctors say I’m progressing very fast and I’m doing everything they tell me. I just need a 
little more rest.” She kissed Nancy on the head and smiled.
They took a walk, and Grandma led her family along the tree-lined walkway. Fat 
squirrels eyed them from benches. “Just like Arlington Hall, right, Jack?” Grandma said. She 
sounded so gay. She likes it here, Nancy thought. She let her shoulders relax, worrying just a 
little less about her mother.
“They have me doing art projects and other extra-curricular activities, which are good 
for my left brain,” Grandma told Grandpa. She seemed to understand her treatment in detail, like 
she was a student here, not a patient. “We do our own dishwashing, which of course I don’t 
mind. But they don’t let us use hot water!”
Nancy noticed another patient walking with a nurse. His eyes didn’t focus right as she 
passed them. She looked up at her mother and father, who walked by without noticing.
Her mother glanced down, squeezed her arm. I ’m still here, her smile said. D on’t worry.
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Chapter Twelve
“What happened after Grandma’s first breakdown?” I ask.
“Well. She went to the hospital for a few weeks. Then she was in outpatient for a while. 
But mostly she was a normal mom again,” Nancy replies.
Grandma went to see a psychiatrist once a week. She took medications. Occasionally 
she’d stay in bed, and Grandpa would tell the children their mother was “resting.” Even more 
rarely, she would go to the hospital. But mostly, overwhelmingly, she was just their mom. 
Everything was under control, everything had worked out fine. She could resume her life as the 
perfect housewife. She was sane, recovered, and restored.
As I read her appointment books, searching for schizophrenia, I’m more struck by the 
normalcy of a rushing, busy life.
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The dramas of schizophrenia do not fill her appointment books.
“I grew up thinking Mom just overexerted herself, and then went to the hospital when she 
needed rest,” my mother tells me.
Once, Grandma downed a bottle of sleeping pills. She was rushed to the hospital to have 
her stomach pumped. Nancy was told the facts. The younger children thought their mother just 
needed a breather.
Once, Grandma tried to burn down the Christmas tree. The children woke up and their 
mother was at the hospital. By Christmas, Grandma was home again, exactly herself, 
overcommitted to making the holiday perfect, wrapping presents and filling stockings with nuts 
and tangerines in the toes.
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In Grandma’s appointment books, one or two weeks in August are marked VACATION! 
CAMPING! The ticking obligations that fill the rest of the year stop. A week looks quiet, like 
an overactive mind that takes a breath.
Her children have wonderful family memories of camping trips. Every spring, when it 
was time to plan his one or two-week summer vacation, Grandpa spread a map of California 
across the kitchen table and said, “Where shall we go this year?”
In 1963, however, when Nancy was fourteen and the twins seven, Grandpa opened a 
different map. California, Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming spread across the table 
like a new world. Grandpa had three whole weeks off this year. He’d been with the company a 
long time. They were going to Yellowstone. Out o f state! Nancy thought.
On the morning of their departure they scooped the sleeping twins, still in their jammies, 
into the back part of the station wagon, while everyone else piled in the front-facing seats. 
Camping gear and food that did not fit in the metal roof rack stacked in around and under them.
They drove through California, Nevada, and then Utah. In Utah, Grandma developed a 
rash from sun exposure, so the family stopped in Logan for her to see a doctor. One side effect 
of Thorazine, her schizophrenia medication, was sun rash.
“Where are we going now?” The kids asked, piling back in the car after the doctor 
appointment.
“Penney’s. Your mother needs to keep her skin covered,” Grandpa told them calmly. No 
one asked follow-up questions. It was an unspoken rule. They each sat in their seat and let the 
vacation take them wherever they were going to go. At the department store, Grandma bought
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two pairs of lightweight pants and two lightweight long sleeve shirts. Until that moment, she 
wore skirts, even while camping.
The family next drove through Idaho, eventually reaching Yellowstone, their final 
destination. They planned to stay there for ten days, but instead left Yellowstone early because 
Grandma needed to see a doctor again. There was no further explanation.
“I don’t remember Mom acting strangely,” Nancy tells me. “Maybe I was oblivious. No, 
she was not open with us kids. Neither was Dad.” They drove north to Red Lodge Montana, 
four hours away. Nancy vividly recalls the Beartooth Highway pass on the way to Red Lodge, 
where she hopped out of the car in bare feet and shorts and shivered from cold. She retells, in 
detail, the story of my mother pushing both her sisters off the bed in her sleep at the motel in Red 
Lodge. Nancy shares other memories of Yellowstone too: finding deer antlers and helping 
Grandpa attach them to the front of the roof rack, smearing mud on Martha when she didn’t help 
clean up, asking questions about multiple wives to a Mormon tour guide at the Salt Lake City 
temple. But Grandma’s mental state? Other than leaving early, she has no memory of anything 
being wrong.
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My grandparents were not confrontational. They did not raise confrontational children. I 
count myself lucky to have inherited such a temperament. It is a calmness I rely on; I know 
myself, I trust my emotions not to run away on me. I have no use for rage; as a white, middle- 
class woman, the world treats me fairly enough. It is easy to shrug off petty grievances. It is 
easy to accept, easy to smile. A gift. A privilege. We are lucky.
One night, however, when Nancy was in high school, she sat at the table, her body 
hunched over algebra homework. A lamp lit her work, and she could hear her siblings’ voices 
playing baseball in the yard. She was hurrying to finish algebra so she could do English 
homework after dinner. Her mother bustled in the kitchen, muttering. It was background noise, 
not even penetrating Nancy’s thoughts.
“NO!” Crash. A plate cracked on the wall as her mother yelled. Nancy jumped, then 
froze. Porcelain scattered across Nancy’s homework, powdered into her hair. The room was 
void of cooking, and void of mutterings. The refrigerator clicked audibly. A bird exploded from 
the cuckoo clock in the other room.
“Mom,” Nancy said, finally. Grandma eyed her like an animal caught. Her lips 
immobilized, her eyes pleading. Nancy felt old. Not angry, just tired. They both knew that 
plate was not thrown at Nancy. But it didn’t change the facts.
“I’ll clean it up, Nancy,” Grandma said, finally. Her hands dropped. She turned.
“I can help,” Nancy replied, already sweeping up the shards on her textbook, trying not to 
sound mad.
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They picked up the broken plate without talking. Nancy set the table, Grandma finished 
cooking, and by the time Grandpa arrived home, the incident was not something that needed to 
be mentioned. They chatted quietly about upcoming school concerts, about what they planned to 
accomplish over the weekend, and my mother told an elaborate story about what had happened 
in her favorite book.
The following summer, the family picnicked at Mitchell Park in the next town over. 
Grandma’s younger sister, Lorraine, lived nearby, having years ago followed her sensible, 
mature elder sister to California. Grandma’s younger brother, Abe, had brought his family to 
California for a visit. Grandma and Grandpa, with their stable life and their brood of children, 
had become the family Grandma’s youngest siblings looked up to.
They were celebrating Abe’s son’s 5th birthday. The family sat together, chatting and 
laughing. Grandma made the sandwiches and then the conversation. She asked question after 
question, her eyes honed in interest. They could talk politics or military, childrearing or 
neighborhood organizing. As a veteran, a mother, a housewife, a teacher, a musician with her 
graduate degree, she could traverse different subjects with ease. She talked, she helped the other 
women serve seconds, and she poured drinks.
After lunch, the twins and their cousins scampered towards the baseball field with their 
uncles. The older Rutherdale children milled around, helping clean up, chatting with their aunts. 
Nancy wandered off to the abandoned swing set to read.
Grandma’s tight smile softened. She packed up picnic supplies, but her eyes were raised 
as if she were conversing with the speckled leaves. Grandpa noticed.
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“Alice, are you alright?” He took her elbow gently, guiding her from the picnic table. 
“Alice?” His voice scratched.
“I’m fine, Jack.”
Extended family chatted on, oblivious. A baseball landed near my grandparents, and a 
nephew scampered up, then ran back to the game. The late-afternoon sun turned the tree’s 
shadow greenish, as if chlorophyll tickled their cheeks. Grandma and Grandpa looked like a 
murmuring couple, perhaps in light argument, nothing more.
But suddenly they weren’t normal anymore.
“You took a picture of me going into the boy’s bathroom!” Grandma yelled, shattering 
the glossy dusk glow. “You took a picture of me going into the boy’s bathroom!” She was 
screaming in Grandpa’s face, looking wild despite her groomed attire. Her body angled up 
towards her husband’s face.
Family looked up, startled. Other park-goers turned.
Only Grandpa and Grandma’s brood shrugged, as if they didn’t notice, or didn’t care. 
They glanced for a moment, then turned back to their lives. Jay hit the ball and ran around the 
bases. My mother ran after him, tripping in the grass. They ignored their cousins, who stood 
distracted from the game, their mouths opened.
Grandpa’s body sagged. Angry words pelted him like a sailor in a squall, but he didn’t 
fight back. His face held the weatherworn lines of a man who had faced this storm before.
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When they swim, elephant hooves churn underwater, like an impotent stampede. On 
land, their hooves crush the dirt. On land they are visible. But in water, their trunks work as 
snorkels, their heads barely crest the silky smoothness. Bubbles swell into perfect bulbs like 
miniature replicas of the night sky. And then they pop. Oxygen joins the air, the water casing 
returns to the surface. Clear, immovable, perfect. All evidence of the elephant’s journey—gone.
This hospitalization, my mother and Jay stayed with their Aunt Lorraine and Uncle Bill. 
The nine-year-old twins perched on the couch thinking about baseball, bicycles, and art— 
trusting adults to unscramble their mother. Their cousins’ house was comfortable; shoes lined up 
neatly in the entryway, and a picture of their grandparents hung on the mantel. Nancy and 
Martha had gone to friends’ houses, Larry was with Grandma Elizabeth, and they were here.
The divvying of family felt ordered and reasonable, like Lincoln logs set in a new pattern, but 
still fitting in the notches easily.
Their Uncle Abe sat in a brown suede chair across from them. He wore a button-up shirt 
and his ears stuck out from his head. He was the playful young uncle. But today his expression 
stared out from too-somber eyes.
“How do you feel about all this?” Abe finally asked. He leaned towards the couch, his 
elbows and forearms resting on his knees. Abe’s eyes were searching, as if he needed something 
from the twins. My mother glanced down, confused.
How do I  feel? Mama thought. The question felt prickly and strange. Abe wasn’t 
supposed to ask that. Jay hung his head and she knew he wanted her to do the talking. But she 
didn’t know how to feel. She had always just shrugged and moved on, just like everyone around
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her. Feelings felt dangerous, as if an elephant that had always filled the room suddenly 
solidified. How do I  feel? Mama thought, terrified.
I know about elephants: the way they fill rooms like comic book thought-bubbles. We 
walk around them as if we can’t see. Ignoring the elephant has always made it go away.
Sometimes at Grandma’s house I felt the elephant knocking at us, wanting to be noticed.
I know Mama felt it. I bet Grandma felt it too. They were sensitive, intuitive people. But Mama 
and Grandma walked around these elephants and filled the room instead with small talk. And 
the elephant faded. Almost not there. Almost forgotten.
My mother started fourth grade the fall after that day in Mitchell Park. Her teacher 
handed out mimeograph sign-up sheets for a mother-daughter art activity on the weekend.
Mama read the permission slip. They would make collage pictures, tearing tissue paper into 
skylines and sunsets, then painting overtop with glue. My mother could already see the picture 
she’d make, the blues and greens she’d use and the pink background. Art was Mama’s favorite 
subject; she attended any and all after-school art projects. But she stuffed the sheet in her book 
bag hurriedly, and let it sit there, unsigned.
The day before the event, Grandma asked my mother at dinner, “Jan, did you get the 
permission slip for the Mother-Daughter art activity?”
Mama’s eyes grew wide. She didn’t answer.
“Jan! I’m on the committee that put it together. I specifically had you and me in mind! 
You don’t want to go?”
“Yes I want to go. 1 .1  just forgot,” Jan said looking down.
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***
My mother, now in middle school, was home alone when the gun shop called.
“Hello,” a man’s voice said, “I’m calling to confirm Alice Rutherdale’s purchase of a 
firearm.” Mama leaned against the kitchen wall, holding the receiver. She felt he blood wash 
from her insides.
A gun? My mother thought. She tried to imagine her mother in her stylish, striped 
polyester dress, aiming like in the movies. But where did she aim?
The man on the line was detailing how and when to pick it up.
“Ok,” my mother whispered. “Mmhmm.” And then, when the time came, she said 
“thankyouverymuch,” just as she’d been taught. A good girl. The phone clicked shut.
She looked around the kitchen. Dishes on the counter looked as though they could at any 
moment shatter on the floor. She noticed where the cat had frayed the couch by the TV with her 
claws. All the rooms she couldn’t see felt separate from her, as if she couldn’t be sure they were 
still there. The hall clock chimed, and my mother jumped. She wanted her mother. She wanted 
to cry. She wanted Grandma to pet her head and say, “Oh, Honey, what’s wrong?” But she 
couldn’t. Because her mother was the problem.
Later, doors slammed as siblings and parents awakened the dormant house. Mama was 
composed, the fear shimmering in her periphery, but she just didn’t think on it. She smiled at her 
parents and said hello.
I fight instinct when I share Mama’s gun story. Stigmas plague schizophrenics: 
dangerous madmen, murderers, or homeless vagabonds. I do not wish to fuel societal fears and 
misconceptions. If I’m honest, however, I realize withholding such stories is also family
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tradition. I didn’t hear this story until I was an adult. And I keep silence with my own set of 
keys.
I can hear Great Uncle Abe’s voice chiding me, “She wasn’t just a schizophrenic.” And 
yet I write down the moments when she was reduced to just that. When fear pushed her onto 
dangerous thresholds. She worked so hard to keep her two realities separate. She had rooms 
inside herself we weren’t supposed to see into. Who am I to scrape at the walls? Who am I to 
kick down the doors?
She almost mastered normal. When I knew her, she wore gloves when she left the house, 
thin synthetics she picked up from Walmart or Rite Aid. A symbol of fashion in the 1950’s, 
perhaps, but no Californian wore gloves in the 21st century. She had pairs and pairs discarded 
around her house, compulsively purchased. She was proving her place as a proper lady. Only, 
she’d lost her audience. They’d moved on to designer handbags and sunglasses, while she still 
donned the white gloves. Her gloves had blotched stains—from age or coffee—but still she slid 
them up to her elbows. White is a hard color to maintain.
However, in so many ways, she pulled off the act. My grandmother didn’t look 
homeless or dangerous. Her speech and mannerisms were proper and articulate; she had worked 
hard to shed her southern accent by the time she was 21. She didn’t act schizophrenic, and 
would rarely talk directly to The Voices in public.
And yet, her thin lips were always pressed together. Her eyes overly active. She 
appeared suppressed but cheerful, as if there were something more in her that she wasn’t sharing.
Grandpa learned of the gun and made Grandma return it. That’s the end of the story. He 
told Nancy, but not the younger children. No one knew to tell my mother. Suddenly, she and
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her mother had paranoia in common. Anything could have meaning. A conversation about 
shopping. A dish laid with extra force on the table. Routine felt charged, the potential energy 
smoking from its corners, like the first signs of a burning house.
With time, my mother buried the worry with all the other fears. She reset the dial to 
happiness. She moved on, forgot. When she tells me this story she sounds cheerful. There is no 
resentment, no sadness, no fear.
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For several years my mother closed her eyes every afternoon and visualized something 
happening to her father on his way home from work. The train would derail. A car would hit 
him while walking or biking the mile from the station to home. My mother was sure that she was 
the keeper of his safety. If she didn’t worry, some unspeakable accident would come true.
Every night, Mama’s steady parent arrived home at exactly 6:15pm. He had the same job 
from 1948 until he retired in 1981. He sat quietly through dinner and listened closely as his 
family spoke. Then he read the newspaper, helped with homework, paid the bills, and said good 
night. Every morning he was my mother’s alarm clock: he opened her shades and said good 
morning before walking to the train.
Oceans and tides drift in and out, steady and constant and secure. And yet, riptides pull 
people under. The ocean is stronger and calmer than a single person’s angst or inability to stay 
afloat.
The Voices were getting worse with every year and no one was talking about it. The 
twins approached high school. Nancy and Martha went away to college. Larry began 
community college nearby. Grandpa still left early in the morning, still arrived home at 6:15pm. 
The family still ate dinner together, a family descending on Grandma’s kitchen, just as dinner 
was served.
“How was track practice, Jay?” Grandma asked.
“How was student counsel, Jan?
“How was college, Larry?”
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They chatted like a family. Sometimes Grandma mumbled a bit, or talked for a moment 
to the ceiling. Everyone ignored her when she spoke to The Voices. Even she pretended it 
hadn’t happened the moment she came back.
Then, as dinner ended, they all helped clean up. The bustle of bodies exchanged for 
rooms of emptiness. Children hid in the back bedroom, a husband sat quietly on the living room 
couch. Other than Grandma banging and yelling in the kitchen, the house was quiet. Peaceful 
like lapping waves.
One day, when she was in late middle school, my mother was home with Grandma. It 
was a hot summer day, and the windows of the family room opened to the driveway and world 
beyond. Grandma said something strange; perhaps mentioning a government plot to spy via the 
cuckoo clock, or blaming Grandpa for something he couldn’t have done.
My mother stared at Grandma. She couldn’t stand it anymore. She screamed. Once she 
started, she could not stop. She screamed and screamed, her mouth a fissure in the foundations 
that termites poured through. The sound ripped apart the sultry day, echoing throughout the five- 
bedroom home.
The phone rang. My mother closed her mouth, and picked up the receiver. It was Sally 
Bryant from across the street. Mama babysat for her.
“No, no, everything’s fine,” She said. Her voice tried to be convincingly cheerful but she 
knew Mrs. Bryant could hear her shakiness. “No, I don’t need anything. Thank you for calling.”
My mother hung up the phone and Grandma gently patted her on the back.
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“That was the last time I reacted that way,” Mama tells me. “After that, my defense 
mechanism was just leaving the house. I met your father the following year.”
By fourteen, Mama had lengthened like a new shoot, then blossomed. She was tall and 
slender, with full cheeks and long brown hair. There was an openness about her that flushed 
with confidence and optimism.
“When did Grandma go from normal with a few breakdowns, to a constant haze of 
voices?” I ask her.
“I don’t know,” Mama says. Her voice lifts at the end, as if this is an academic question.
Mama describes the art studio she set up in an empty back bedroom, how she sewed all 
her own clothes. She shows me pictures of herself, a freshman, with my father, a senior, at a 
high school luau dance: she in a dark orange and brown floral muumuu, he in matching floral 
pants and a dark orange shirt. She sewed both outfits herself. She tells me about student 
council, her older friends, her other art projects.
“What about at home?” I ask.
“Well. We ate dinner together every evening?” she says.
I imagine my mother padding down the hall on her way to school. Who am I  dealing 
with this morning? She wonders. Her father is at work, her brother Jay still asleep. Student 
council meets before school starts. My mother is not a morning person.
She can tell before she even reaches the kitchen that today, her mother isn’t agitated. 
Mama’s shoulders relax.
“Good morning,” Grandma sings. “How did you sleep?”
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“Oh, I did not sleep well, it took forever to fall asleep,” my mother says. “And I have 
that test in math and I hate math.” She doesn’t mean to start the day sounding petulant. She 
meant to wake up and smile and say “good morning.” But she so rarely lets her guard down that 
the grumpy teenager always emerges when she does.
“I’m sorry, Jansie! How about I feed you a nice, big breakfast for your test.”
“No thanks, Mom,” my mother says, letting Grandma down gently with her tone. She 
doesn’t come to the kitchen until it is already time to go. “Thanks, though.”
“You’re welcome,” Grandma replies. Mama grabs two apples from the fruit dish, kisses 
Grandma and rushes out the door.
“Have a nice day, Dear. Good luck on your test,” Grandma calls.
***
Other mornings, Grandma and my mother swapped roles. Mama would wake up and 
listened. She could hear the yelling before she left her room. .
“I’ve lost my glasses,” Grandma says as Mama enters the kitchen. She listens for a 
second to The Voices. “They say someone stole them!”
“I’m sorry, Mom,” my mother replies. Her voice rings with cheerfulness. “Can I help 
you look?”
Grandma turns muttering, as if she hasn’t heard. Mama doesn’t repeat herself. She 
watches her mother from the corner of her eye. Grandma’s hands scrunches and loosens, 
scrunches and loosens.
“They say your father took them!” Grandma yells.
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“Mom, Dad didn’t take your glasses.” Mama keeps her tone neutral and upbeat. Not 
blaming, just stating facts. She stuffs school supplies into her bag.
“Have a nice day, Mom,” my mother says. And flees.
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“Megan,” Mama says in a phone message. She sounds distressed. Months have gone by 
since I pressed her to tell me the hard moments; I’ve accepted that there’s no way to reach more 
than a few brief memories of growing up with schizophrenia. “I went through journals and 
letters I wrote about Mom and I found the inner thoughts I’ve not remembered all these years.” 
She sounds awed by her own lack of recall. “They’re written down.”
My father left for Swarthmore College in Pennsylvania when my mother was fifteen.
This letter was written to Daddy across the country when Mama was almost seventeen. She lay 
on her bed writing to her boyfriend. My parents had been dating a little over two years, over half 
of it long distance.
The letter is dated February 1973:
   I tj id d J&g ^
f a  r flsvJt Z/-L-/ i  /o- ti'H  > J&M u>--------
Sometimes she is angry, frustrated at the world -  draining her energies toward things that don’t 
exist. But then she can be so nice, warm, etc. When she talks senselessly it is impossible to talk 
back. I f  I  play the innocent, “What are you talking about?”, “Who’s that?” bit, she looks at me 
disgustingly and says “Oh, don’t be so dumb, Jan. ” So I  end up staring into space, waiting for  
her to get it o ff her chest. She depresses me so much. She keeps on deteriorating -  physically 
and mentally. Well, I  better end my sorrows -  it makes me cry in frustration.”
My eyes grow big as I read. The stories I’ve been filling in; the emotions I knew must be 
repressed underneath the surface. This whole time I’ve been making my own sails. They were 
all true. Somehow, underneath the fa9 ade, I knew it.
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I call my mother back. She has found a poem, too, dated from July 1971, the summer
after her freshman year.
I  lie here
the tears staining my pillow 
and sob
I ’ve already a cold and probably a migraine headache 
about her
she hates me, she told me so 
my mother who loves me. 
she threw a slide viewer at me 
why
and called me a murderer 
do I  cry?
crusifier, and she said 
because
I  didn’t know what love meant.
I  love her.
“Megan, every other line tells what really happened,” Mama explains. “She really threw 
a slide viewer at me.” Until she read these words, my mother had not remembered this event. 
For all my filling in, I never let myself think anything this bad.
Now, I try to imagine the fourteen-year-old who wrote this poem. She curls on her bed, 
her sobs receding. My mother didn’t mean it, she tells herself. My mother loves me. Mama 
retraces the last ten minutes in her head. She had heard the mechanical clicking of Grandma’s 
awful electric typewriter as Grandma pounding on the keys. My mother tiptoed into the living 
room to grab an art book she’d left on the table.
The slide viewer lay on the family room table next, not far from where Grandma typed 
furiously. It was a boxy, plastic contraption, about the size of a deck of cards.
The typewriter noises stopped. Mama didn’t make eye contact with Grandma. She 
grabbed her book and walked back towards her bedroom.
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“Murderer! Crucifier!” Grandma screamed.
Out of the corner of her eye, Mama saw Grandma pick up the slide viewer. Grandma 
lobbed the device at my mother’s back.
“You don’t even know what love is!” Grandma shouted. The slide viewer crashed 
against the wall, missing my mother by a wide margin. Grandma turned and stalked back to the 
typewriter.
Months ago, Mama told me she remembered Grandma doing something that made her 
cry. “She probably said something crazy,” Mama had said with a shrug.
While she had forgotten the incident itself, Mama does recalls the sound of Grandpa’s 
voice in the aftermath. She ran to her room sobbing. Grandpa came in shortly after, and sat on 
the edge of Mama’s bed. He put his hand on her shoulder as she lay facing the wall, her back to 
him, sobbing.
“Oh Jan, I’m sorry,” he said. He sounded helpless, and as if his heart would break. The 
whole bed shook with my mother’s sobs.
As we talk now, Mama chokes up. “I’m crying for that child,” she says softly. The child 
whose mother told her she didn’t know what love meant. I’ve never before heard my mother cry 
about the past. She’s usually so focused on the present.
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My mother graduated a year early from high school in the spring of 1973. She waitressed 
at Bob’s Big Boy Restaurant the next summer and fall. My father had just moved back to Los 
Altos, taking a year off from College. He moved into an apartment only a mile from Grandma’s 
house. My mother spent most of her after-work hours with him.
At home, Grandpa now slept in the back bedroom. Her older brother, Larry, had his own 
breakdown and was institutionalized. Grandpa had his hands full, and his drifting twins, at 
seventeen, were the least of his worries.
After Christmas, Mama spent January with her Uncle Abe. She spent February with 
Nancy and Nancy’s husband, Tom. She made plans to move in with my father when she turned 
18 in March. She wrote to him:
...I was crying steadily-my feelings o f dad, what he is, my not wanting to hurt him, etc. But one 
thing all o f a sudden came to me, and has strengthened me. I  told her that I  didn’t want to hurt 
Dad by moving out, but I  was being hurt by the present situation o f non communication, which 
doesn’t see any improvement.I realize that what
Chapter Eighteen
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Despite Nancy’s pleas, my mother moved out in March. Grandpa moved out 
immediately after. My aunts and uncles describe my grandparents’ divorce as an orderly, 
civilized parting of ways, after their children had left the house.
“Actually, he left before I graduated,” Jay corrects. “Yeah, he was apologetic, and he 
told me I could come live in his apartment with him. But it got better once he was gone.”
I try to imagine for a second my uncle’s life at eighteen. His siblings rushed with 
centrifugal force towards new lives; his dad quietly moved to an apartment a half mile away. Jay 
remained at home, a prisoner of that house for one final semester.
“Jay, where have you been?” Grandpa asked him, sometime that spring. Grandpa 
sounded disappointed. He had called Grandma, and realized that Jay hadn’t come home for 
days.
“At the Gerhardt’s, Dad. Sorry I didn’t check in,” Jay told him. He had been living with 
his best friends’ family for months now, and this was the first time either parent had noticed. He 
was eighteen and everyone in their family, it seemed, was on their own.
I break down the word centrifugal to its Latin parts: centr- + fugere. To flee the center. I 
try to imagine the feeling of centrifugal force: my body in a car that turns sharply, pulled away 
by forces outside itself. Centrifugal force cannot be exerted without a center. There has to be an 
axis in order for the body—or family—to drift away.
Mama drove across country with my father in July of 1974. Grandpa, newly divorced, 
took the twins to Europe in August before each of them started college. My mother wrote 
postcards from Europe: “Hi Mom, in Florence! Hope you’re doing well!” It was her way of 
being a devoted daughter.
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“I just parked Mom on a shelf in my mind, I didn’t really think about how she was 
doing,” my mother says. She was eighteen.
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From Europe, Mama flew directly to college and started school. On her first day, she 
walked to the phone room at the end of the hallway; dorm rooms did not have phones. She had 
so much to tell her mother. It had been months since she had been in California. She dialed her 
home phone number, the only number she’d ever had. She imagined her mother sitting at the 
kitchen table, picking up the phone. She imagined the dinner her mother was preparing, 
something healthy but bland.
“We’re sorry, the number you have dialed is not in service. Please check the number, and 
dial again. We’re sorry, the number you have dialed is not in service. Please check the number, 
and dial again,” said the nasally recording.
For some, coming of age is a challenge. For others, the transition to adulthood feels 
effortless, as if we’ve been adults since the day we were born. My mother fit the latter category 
independent since the time she took her first steps. And yet, she missed her mother. “I didn’t 
understand why Mom was shutting me out. It felt personal. Here I am on the other side of the 
US and I can’t even reach my mom to say hi.”
It is so much easier to cut away than to be cut.
Chapter Nineteen
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Grandma had been living alone for four months. Martha, at 23, had just finished an 
internship in Boston. She drove across the country to California.
“Mom, I’m home!” I imagine Martha yelling in September of 1974. She knocked loudly 
on the door and waited for Grandma to unlock it. There seemed to be more padlocks than 
Martha remembered.
“Mom, why’s the house dark?” Martha asked when her mother let her in.
“Oh, don’t worry, Honey.” A candle flickered on the breakfast table, so that the brown 
eyes of the framed owl print blinked. Martha stared at the jugs of water lining the counters. 
“Why don’t I take you out for dinner,” Grandma said. “You’ve had a long drive.”
Martha grimaced. When she was younger, before her mother got bad, they had been 
close. She would walk home from school for the lunch hour so she could spend one-on-one time 
with her mother. The superficial fa9 ade of the present irked her more than it seemed to bother 
her siblings. There was a person under there, a person she’d known. Nobody else seemed to 
mourn like she did, no one else seemed openly upset. She felt especially bad for Jay, who had 
never been as outgoing as his twin sister. He seemed shut up inside himself.
A pile of envelopes sat by the door. “Mom, are these bills?” Martha asked, turning them 
over one by one. “FINAL NOTICE,” the front of one envelope read. It was the water bill. 
Martha stared at it for a second, then walked to the kitchen sink. She flipped the faucet. The 
water didn’t turn on.
“Oh my gosh,” Martha whispered. “Oh my gosh, Mom.”
Chapter Twenty
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“Don’t worry about that, Honey. Me and Grossman have it all worked out,” I imagine 
Grandma saying. “Do you want a snack? Are you hungry? I have crackers and cheese that we 
wouldn’t have to cook.”
While my mother sent post cards home from Italy and Grandma’s other children busied 
themselves being young adults, Grandma had stopped paying her bills. She was peeing in her 
suburban backyard because her toilet wouldn’t flush.
Martha told her father. Grandpa quietly called the city and electric company, and had the 
bills sent to him. Not long after, as he read The Los Altos Town Crier, Grandpa found 720 Los 
Ninos Way listed in the delinquent taxes notice. She’d stopped paying taxes too.
Grandpa talked with a lawyer. He was already Larry’s conservator, who took care of his 
finances. He believed his ex-wife needed a conservator too. Grandma was insulted: she 
believed herself a smart, capable woman. She fought it in court. But when she was asked if she 
would pay her bills, she calmly explained that she didn’t have to. They had promised her she 
was exempt.
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***
I saw my grandparents in the same room together a handful of times during holiday 
gatherings. When they greeted each other, their voices held both intimacy and distance. As if 
they each cared deeply about the other, but they didn’t have much to say.
“How are you, Alice?”
“I’m doing fine, Jack.”
Then Grandpa would go sit by his second wife, Anne, and Grandma would settle into the 
reclining chair of honor, which one of her adult children had offered.
The family gatherings always seemed a bit too much for Grandma. She leaned back in 
with her eyes closed, her hands resting in her lap. Like Rip Van Winkle, she had blinked and 
time leapt forward. Her family of seven ballooned into an extended family of twenty-five— 
more, if any of Anne’s children joined us. There were loud sons-in-laws cracking jokes, and 
daughters and daughters-in-law exchanging stories. There were children laughing, screaming, 
scooting down stairs as if they were slides and sprinting around the house’s perimeter. There 
were teenagers skulking, not wanting to play with younger cousins, not knowing quite how to 
join the adults.
We’d tip-toe over one at a time to where Grandma sat. She would brighten, and ask us 
questions about our lives.
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Mama’s family’s lives moved forward. The summer before her senior year, Mama 
moved into a San Francisco apartment with my father, who was halfway through his law degree. 
My parents had been dating for seven years. The other children all moved back to The Greater 
San Fancisco Bay Area. My grandfather met Anne and fell in love.
That Christmas, my parents announced their engagement. Mama graduated from college 
the following spring, in 1978. She was 22-years-old.
Anne met my grandmother for the first time at my parents’ wedding. Grandpa and Anne 
were secretly engaged, but were waiting until after my parents’ wedding to announce it to the 
family.
Grandpa motioned for Anne to follow him to the strange woman who stood by herself in 
the corner. Grandma wore a long, lacey white cotton jacket over black slacks, and her black 
blouse had a stiff collar band that had the look of a clerical collar. She wore a gold necklace 
with a giant white cross, and looked much like a religious black and white lampshade. She 
smiled serenely at the gathering.
“Alice, I’d like you to meet Anne,” Grandpa said quietly.
Grandma turned, looking at Anne calmly. Her lips pressed into a smile. Without a word, 
she took one of Anne’s hands and one of Grandpa’s. She placed them one atop another, with 
ceremony. “I now pronounce you man and wife,” Grandma said. Around them, people stuffed 
appetizers in their mouths, and swirled champagne.
“Thank you, Alice,” Grandpa said simply.
Alice nodded and bowed slightly, then floated on.
Chapter Twenty-One
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I take a microscope to these early adult years of my mother’s life, and I wonder about her 
shifting role. At what moment did she stop seeing herself as the child? At 23 she took over her 
mother’s conservatorship from Grandpa. Soon after that, she had to advocate for her mother’s 
best interest when her father started pressing for Grandma to move from that house. At 24 she 
had to advocate for her mother when she got into legal trouble. When I was 23, I was living with 
friends, drinking too much beer and pretending I was self-sufficient. Like my mother, I was 
independent from the day I was born. But I didn’t have to grow up so fast.
My mother’s file filled with conservator reports like these:
I read this and my hand goes over my mouth, stifling my laughter. My family has always 
laughed at her when she’s strange. I see her from the eyes of the court investigator, a nice 
woman named Denise who corresponded with Mama often throughout the years. I see Denise in 
her professional attire asking Grandma the required questions.
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R E C O M M E N D A T IO N S
. The guardianship o r conservatorship I [should I X Ishouid not be term inated.
2. The C o u rt........................................I Ishouid I V  Ishouid no< app o in t counsel to  represent the w ard  o r conservatee.
3. The guardian o r conservator I l is n o t I ^  I is acting in the best interests o f the  ward o r conservatee.
4. The ward o r conservateej | should 1~ X  I shouid n o t be removed fro m  the current residence.
F A C T S  IN  S U P P O R T  O F  R E C O M M E N D A T IO N S
An attempt was made to interview the conservatee, Alice Jiutherdale, on 
December JO, 1980 in Los Altos. When I explained that I was looking for Mrs. 
Rutherdale, the woman answering the floor^ who I presume to to the conservatee, said 
that she did not know anyone by that name and Mrs. Rutherdale did not reside there 
It was added that I needed to talk with Mrs. Rutherdale concerning her conservator­
ship. The woman responded with "Oil, that's a hundred years old" and shut the door 
Since the conservatee was not co-operative it was impossible to advise her of 
right's, and determine if she is satisfied with the conservatorship.
Advisement of Rights Per Probate Code § 1851 and Voting
Mrs. Rutherdale was alert, polite, friendly, and very articulate. For the first approximately 45 
minutes o f  m y visit, her statements were rational and appropriate to the context o f  our 
discussion. After that time, she began to make comments and raise issues that seemed out o f  
context and delusional.
When, later into my visit, Mrs. Rutherdale began to make unusual statements, they centered 
around someone she called “Grossman.” She told me that she wanted me to tell the court that he 
uses her name. She added, “He’s behind all this, including your visit.” She proceeded to tell me 
that he stole her bankcard and now has $30 million that everyone can use but her. She said that 
she talks to him regularly and that his “nickname on TV is ‘404.’” She told me that he takes her 
money and calls it rent and that he controls Wells Fargo bank unofficially. She also spent a good 
deal o f  time telling me about other people (neighbors, her ex-husband, and people o f  certain 
ethnicities) using her name and social security number to get social security benefits. She said, 
“I’m legal, authentic, and original, and [they aren’t].”
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In 1977, a family moved into what had become Grandma’s upscale neighborhood. They 
were a young couple with one child. Grandma always loved babies.
Chapter Twenty-Two
“First of all, Ron Schreck was a Vietnam veteran and he was weird. That’s part of the context,” 
Nancy tells me. Her voice is laced with exasperation.
Anyone who knew Grandma knew she was benign. How could the Schreck’s feel 
threatened? She was just a lonely old woman making friends.
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My grandmother prided herself as an upstanding citizen. She was good, smart, cultured, 
educated, and civically minded. She was insulted by the restraining order. She was just being a 
friendly neighbor, making friends with their child.
Grandma respected the restraining order and made no contact. However, when the 
Schrecks’ second child was born, Grandma bought the child a present. She was standing on their 
porch, baby gift in hand, when the Schreck’s called the cops.
Grandmother was thrown in a 72-hour holding cell.
***
My mother couldn’t believe her mother was in prison. She drove to the San Mateo 
County Courthouse to pick up Grandma, thinking about how mortified Grandma would be. The 
prisoners were led into the courthouse, hand-cuffed together, walking in a line. They wore 
matching orange jump suits, their haughty, young faces hardened, their eyes glazed. Then, half­
way through the line came my grandmother. She was a head shorter than most of the other
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women, frumpy and middle-aged. While the other women stared listlessly ahead, Grandma’s 
eyes took in the courtroom with interest, beaming at the judge, beaming at the few other 
spectators. When she saw my mother, Grandma’s eyes lit up.
“Hi Jansie!” she called.
On the car ride home Grandma gushed about her grand adventure. She had played 
volleyball and mothered all the young women. “Those poor women,” she sighed happily.
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My mother’s aunt was a mental health counselor. She’d hear about Grandma’s and ask, 
“Why isn’t she on medication? Times have changed since the drugs of 1958!”
They looked into it. They tried. But Grandma had sworn off doctors, and the only way 
to get her on medication was to get her hospitalized. State of California law held that no person 
could be forced to take medication unless she could not house, clothe, and feed herself, or unless 
she was a danger to herself or others. The conservatorship made Grandma was able to feed and 
clothe. The closest she got to dangerous was bringing baby gifts to the neighbors.
“Mom was not stupid,” Mama says. Grandma learned not to go near hospitals, police 
stations, or the neighbors. “She was a smart schizophrenic. The system was not set up to deal 
with her. She was too functional.” The only way to get her on medication was if she agreed to 
go on it. But she was paranoid. It was non-negotiable.
“Mom, why don’t we go see a doctor?” I remember my mother asking Grandma in that 
syrupy voice, as if enticing a child to go to a carnival. Grandma’s eyebrows would furrow and 
shake her head.
“There was nothing we could do,” Mama tells me now. Grandma was her own worst 
nightmare. Socially adept enough to stay crazy.
Grandma’s family settled into the routine. They visited often. Aunt Nancy became 
Grandma’s main caregiver. Mama remained her conservator. Grandma wrote long letters like 
this one to her children:
I  have a dream:
Chapter Twenty-Three
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I f  we all lived together in a large 5 acre Estate, each couple could have their own private 
residents on V2 an acre and in the center would be one acre for recreation: a playground for five 
or eight or fifteen or eighteen cousins (my grandchildren!), a pool, a volleyball court, perhaps a 
putting green. An outdoor dining area (bbq & tables), a perimeter path for hiking or biking, 
perhaps even a woodsy retreat when summer days are too warm. I ’d  even like to have a “one- 
room schoolhouse ” where “Grandma” can teach her children, and their children. In 
Grandmother’s big house would be an enormous Great Hall where we could all gather together 
for special occasions. (Here’s a rough sketch for “dreaming about:”)
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In 1978, Nancy brought her baby daughter to visit Grandma, and Grandma’s blue eyes 
stared lovingly into the baby’s green ones. Then, when Nancy spent the night, as Grandma 
rechecked each front door lock, Nancy leaned a chair against her own bedroom door to protect 
her baby from late-night visits from Grandma.
My parents moved to Alaska. They bought a house. They got jobs as lawyers and 
became parents. We visited Grandma twice a year.
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Part Three: Her
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Tell me about yourself, we ask nonchalantly. The Scandinavians I have met find 
American’s burrowing small-talk rude. “What do you do?” “Where do you live?” “Do you have 
any kids?” My mother is the small talk queen; she runs to the supermarket for one forgotten 
ingredient, and she returns hours later with updates on people she barely knows. She inherited 
this from Grandma, who also loves making conversation, and would relay the repairman’s life 
story to her family at the dinner table. Both Mom and Grandma pump others with so many 
questions, there’s never time to tell anyone about themselves. Tell me about yourself. We think 
nothing of asking this of perfect strangers. But the answer is no small request.
Tell me about yourself, we ask of new lovers, before sex, then after. Our answers wind 
in, out and between naked knees. Over time the threads turn to ribbons, the ribbons to cloth. 
What we tell—what we remember of our lives—are the stories with meaning. Facts knit to 
feelings, tapestries of ourselves. Once we have woven enough stories, we call it love.
“Tell us a story, Grandma,” we asked. She sat in a plastic chair in the shade of the porch. 
Children and grandchildren sat next to her or below her. I leaned against my cousin’s knee, the 
dangling soles of my feet grazing the garden hedges lining the porch.
“What would you like me to tell?” Grandma asked. The pleasure of fulfilling the 
grandmother role bloomed in her cheeks. She patted her hair, checking that no strays had 
escaped.
“Why don’t you tell them about your father, Mom,” Aunt Nancy suggested. Nancy’s tall 
body leaned against the doorframe above our heads.
“Oh! Papa? Well alright. My papa was a peddler when he was seventeen. He met 
Rahija in Blissfield where she had a sister named Maheba there. They got to know each other
Chapter Twenty-Four
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and they got married. When I was born—I was the 4th girl and Lebanese parents want boys, of 
course—Papa had opened a confectioners store in Williamson West Virginia. Williamson is 
where I grew up.”
These details nourished our upbringing, whispered to us by parents at bedtime, woven 
already into cloth. We knew of our Lebanese heritage and that our great grandparents birthed 
five girls before they got their boy. And yet, we listened again because for once Grandma was 
the one telling us.
Humans are communal—our need for intimacy extends beyond lovers. The Greeks 
understood, and Homer pronounced Achilles’ name to an audience that already knew the tale. 
The Tlingit people of Coastal Alaska understood, and the story of Raven bringing light to the 
world echoed through clan houses again and again. Were these stories true? Perhaps. But truth 
was not what brought people together. The stories themselves became histories. The children 
leaning in towards the bard or elder, listening to a story each knew as well as his mother’s face.
It was rare that Grandma told stories. “She lived in the present,” my mother said, 
shrugging at the way Grandma chose to talk about the superficial details of immediate life. It 
was safer territory, where reality could not be disputed. We had long conversations about the 
weather, or a new haircut, or a gift she would like us to have. The subjects were similar to those 
she broached with supermarket strangers.
Yet that day on the porch she looked radiant with eyes like Raven as he discovers the sun. 
For once, my rapt eyes and nodding were genuine.
I had always craved her stories. I had always wanted a grandparent I could listen to. I 
wanted to hear her tell us about breaking Japanese codes in World War II. I wanted to know 
how she fell in love with my grandfather. I wanted to know the stories I didn’t even have the
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beginning threads to. And yet, as I grew, the confines of routines held my questions inside me, 
as if my tongue was caged. When we visited, I asked only the cheerful small-talk questions, in 
imitation of my mother. Schizophrenia had never upended my childhood, and yet I was born 
with shields already in place.
In the years right before her death, in the silent moments between our prattle, I’d try to 
formulate the questions that bottled up in me. Who are you? What do you regret? What do you 
care about? But it felt too personal and solemn to ask. There never was the right time. She 
seemed happy with our visits, happy with our interactions. There was a balance to uphold, like a 
whole house built to support the instability. I tiptoed through the rooms, questions formulated 
and ready but stuck in my throat.
However, on the porch that morning, she was answering the questions I couldn’t ask.
She nodded, and looked from one of us to the next. Her cheeks looked like well-worn cotton. 
She had positioned herself so that sun hit her face in a decisive line, washing out her mouth with 
its light, letting her eyes stay protected by shade. “When I was about thirteen Papa taught me to 
drive the car so I could help the family,” she said. “The first car we had was a little old black 
box of a Chevy and we’d close the store at night, and then after midnight, we’d drive up the 
mountain road.” Her gnarled hand wound up the hill of West Virginia with her father at her side. 
She was settling into the storyteller role, adding pause and emphasis. A natural. Her details 
hooked us with their specificity, her tongue traversing her sharp memory as if she had learned to 
drive just yesterday. “Papa knew of a place, a big open place, so we’d go there and he’d teach 
me to turn corners and back up and stop and start, and then he’d say ‘ok, now you drive home.’ 
And I said ‘down the windy road?’ So I’d go down the windy road.”
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These driving lessons had meant something, and had stuck to the fabric of her mind like 
burrs. She had been close to her papa and proud when he deemed her competent to take on 
family responsibility. By thirteen she was one of six children. Perhaps the memory lasted 
seventy years because having Papa to herself was so rare.
If I listened close enough, I could feel Grandma radiating from this story. Before me sat 
the little girl who had become her father’s dreams. Her papa had left his Lebanese homeland, 
then worked sixteen hour days until the day his heart stopped, so that his children could have 
educated, American lives. My grandmother worked hard for a bachelor’s and then a master’s in 
a time when women went to college to find husbands. She’d worked, and then she’d joined the 
army, a cryptologist breaking codes, serving her country and her family, making Papa proud.
She molded herself into his conception of the ideal child, missing only maleness.
Love at its most pure is selfish. When there is a hunger to give and a hunger to receive: 
within this want or need, Venus cradles us. The urgency of one partner pleasuring the other in a 
private room, as aroused by the giving as by the receiving. However, with time and familiarity, 
there are those days when one person or the other does not feel the intensity and need.
Sometimes we go through the motions because we love each other. We have sex when we’re 
less aroused. We come home from work and listen to coworker complaints we’ve heard before. 
A different kind of love. A different kind of intimacy. Love that, without moments of hunger, 
becomes mundane. Sometimes, we become locked into the motions, caged by routine. 
Wandering through halls and rooms we’ve created.
Grandma leaned into her story. “And t h e n .” she said, pausing, looking to each of our 
hungry faces. “And th e n .” And then she went to college, became a teacher, learned to fly, and 
saw her papa only on holidays. These were all directions the story could have gone, truths we
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could follow. But Grandma did not choose any of these directions. “And then.. .Papa 
discovered the LSD and he died.” She sat back, nodding for emphasis, the corners of her mouth 
tweaked up like a lemon, expecting our awed nods of appreciation.
Instead, our faces changed. A breeze pushed out the hot summer. The story had turned, 
like rotten meat. I remembered why we didn’t ask Grandma to tell stories.
“Maaaam,” Nancy said, speaking for all of us. She stood with her arms crossed, looking 
down, having suddenly become this group’s truth speaker, this group’s center. “Your papa died 
of a heart attack before LSD was even invented.”
Truth, capital T, singular; humans scraping towards God. No one would argue that Truth 
has saved millions of lives. As science and medicine rush, Truth propels their journey, the head 
of the subway train, the light, an ultimatum. The scientific method works towards the tip of a 
pyramid, each experiment a piece of sand, trying to form that pinnacle. Our justice system 
balances a tottering scale, searching for the equilibrium. If The Statue of Liberty cradles 
freedom in her left hand, her right hand reaches for the heavens, a torch of answers.
But how many lives has Truth ruined? Our history is riddled with domination we’ve 
swaddled in truth. Scientists have touted studies that “prove” races or sexes to be lesser than the 
dominant culture. Presidents have wielded justice on entire populations, leaving trails of tears in 
their wake. Religious crusaders have crashed and killed in the name of Truth, each believing in 
their legitimacy. Themis, Goddess of Justice, wields a sword in her hand.
“Pshh,” Grandma said, her hand brushing Nancy’s truth away like a bothersome fly. She 
shook her head, pursed her lips, holding herself aloof like a priestess who knew what she knew.
But as she lost the truth, she lost us. We weren’t an audience who would travel through 
the paranoid tunnels of schizophrenia. We weren’t interested in that part of her memory. We
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stood up, stretched, wandered off towards the neighbor’s puppies, or the snacks in the kitchen. 
She stayed where she was, alone with her thoughts.
Only now, years away from this memory, do I wish I’d wanted the other stories. Tell me 
the stories that matter, Grandma. I ’m old enough to listen. I want to feel intimacy connect us 
through the stories. The emotionally charged moments of her life happened as much in her mind 
as in my reality. Her identity oozed from that story we didn’t care about, coursing through her 
memory, like blood. Why had we sat down to listen to begin with? The accurate history of Troy 
is not the one that’s remembered.
Her papa died of a heart attack when he was just 62. He never met his first two 
grandchildren, my aunt and uncle. They lived in California, where Grandma moved with her 
Grandpa after the war.
Her papa was thrilled that he had grandchildren. He was planning a trip to visit the 
following summer. Once again, she had fulfilled his dreams, this time by making him a 
grandparent. Nancy, the younger of the two, was less than three months old.
The shock of his premature death must have hit Grandma like an overdose. No. He 
cannot be dead. When she pushed towards life it had always been with the knowledge that he 
was behind, watching his little American-born child grow and change and live. She grew up and 
out knowing her center was solid.
Grandpa’s father did not think it proper for a new mother to fly with an infant, and 
without his monetary help, she could not afford to go back to Virginia for the funeral. Nancy, 
who would never know her maternal grandfather, lay in her arms like lead. “When my papa 
died, I was so upset that my milk dried up,” she once told Nancy.
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Now, when it’s too late to ask her, I want to listen to her tell the story. Over and over 
again, I long for the tapestries the way she saw them. Grandma, I ’m sorry. She must have felt 
so alone on that porch, even as her grandchildren bounded around her, playing Frisbee in her 
yard.
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I open the box Aunt Nancy sent me after Grandma died. It is filled with papers that had 
lived in her house almost as long as she had. They were probably in plain sight, I just never 
bothered to look before.
Chapter Twenty-Five
1. I ’m not finished. Need more therapy. Must get out all the hate and anger. Then I ’m 
confident the love can come through.
2. I  hope you shared the feeling that all was realism today. <~Must discuss that next 
time.
3. Am writing without any plan in mind, mainly to clear the way for “Wednesday 
evening at home.” That is, no I  won’t be too pre-occupied at dinner.
4. It occurred to me, i f  I  ever tell Jack I ’m paying a medical expense in cash—(what! No 
deduction?) he ’d  be more offended than ever. Well—I ’m not perturbed.
5. I  forgot to tell you the incident that precipitated Sunday’s depression: (nor did I  talk 
enuf about Larry.)
Sun. morning, those o f us who were awake had breakfast together. Then Jack 
began to repaint the fireplace. About 10:301 went in to discuss something with him, 
when Martha, Larry, and the dog meandered in. Larry was still in pajamas. Jack 
thundered at Larry to go get dressed. Larry retreated into the hallway and began to
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make awful noises that I  call “animal sounds". I  understood immediately that Larry was 
deeply offended by his fa ther’s instant rejection o f him, and by the angry command.
But—1what did I  do? Did I  say “there, there, honey boy, it is all right for you to be angry 
by your fa ther’s anger"? No, I  said, “Larry, i f  you don’t stop making that noise, I ’ll 
spank you." Should I  have said softly “Larry, your father is right, honey, you really 
ought to get dressed. D on’t you think so?"
Well, anyways I  fe lt so terrible that I  couldn’t stay around. I  went for a long 
walk. It was a gorgeous day, bright, sunny, blue sky. When I  returned, Larry was 
dressed, Jack was soft-spoken, and said he hoped I  had a nice walk. Nancy and Martha 
had packed a picnic lunch and were going to the school grounds to eat. So really, on the 
surface, everything turned out all right. But way down deep I  was sick, sick, sick. I  wish 
I  had talked about it today.
***
My aunts and uncles pranced through their childhood barely aware. Then, 30 years later, 
I do the same. Grandma gave us this surface. It was quite the gift, quite the sacrifice, quite the 
protection. Now, though, I’m ready to dive down deep into sickness. She wasn’t just a
schizophrenic, my conscience chides. But she wasn’t just a mom and a grandma either.
***
I remember the first time I tried to dive below the surface. I was 22.
“Mom, will you tell me about Grandma when you were growing up?” I asked. My 
question caught in the back of my throat, then hurtled over the familial barrier.
Mama looked over her reading glasses with creased eyebrows. Then she smiled. “Sure, 
Honey. What do you want to know?”
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I shrugged. My questions wound tightly into a ball, like tangled yarn. I didn’t know how 
to extricate a single strand.
“Anything,” I said. Daddy looked up from his book, listening.
“Well...” Mama said. “Your grandmother was diagnosed when I was two. But after her 
first episode, she really was just a normal mom for many years, although she got worse and 
worse. She’d go see Dr. Grossman once a week, of course, and she’d have episodes every few 
years—nervous breakdowns they called them—but otherwise, she was normal. Not like she is 
now.”
Grossman? My mind wasn’t keeping up. Dr. Grossman?
“Wait, Grossman was a real person?” I interrupted. I looked from Mama to Daddy, my 
eyes wide, my cheeks sucking into my mouth. The name had lived with me my whole life. A 
proper noun I never questioned. Grossman who she blamed for burning our dinner; Grossman 
who woke her up in the middle of the night. I assumed he was a meaningless part of 
schizophrenia.
“Yup. Poor Grossman,” Mama laughed. “He was your grandma’s therapist when I was 
little. I remember sitting in his waiting room while she had sessions with him. Gosh, he must be 
long dead now.”
“At least his memory lives on in Alice,” Daddy remarked dryly. Mama and I laughed. 
Whatever Grossman’s sins, he sinned ten times more in Grandma’s head. My parents shrugged, 
and returned to their reading.
***
Dr. Maurice Grossman, psychoanalyst, PhD: a grandfatherly looking man with white 
eyebrows like wet globules of snow. A face Nancy barely recalls, whose memory has been
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reduced to a feeling. All the children remember sitting in his waiting room. Nancy remembers 
feeling instant dislike. Perhaps she sensed her mother’s nervousness, the understandable anxiety 
that would have come with the thought of a doctor analyzing one’s innermost thoughts, week 
after week. Perhaps she could hear her mother sobbing through the closed doors, and felt anger at 
someone making her mother cry.
Grandma’s appointment books have “Dr. G.” scrawled throughout for ten years. For ten 
years she drove to his office, took off her gloves, sat in the chair he provided, and together they 
analyzed her feelings. Grossman knew my grandmother better than I ever did, probably better 
than anyone.
People didn’t talk about mental illness. Better to show a well-kept front, like a tailored 
suit, like perfectly curled hair. Even for her husband and children, as much as she could, she 
kept up the happy disposition. She writes in her journal:
But with Dr. Grossman, she could let down her guard, talk about her childhood, about her 
emotions, about the confines of motherhood. One hour a week she had an emotional disrobing.
I have only snippets of what she learned about herself, her marriage and her past. And I 
only read them now, as an adult—though I very likely could have come across them as a child.
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I scoot the yellowed letter from inside the envelope. I can smell the floral, dusty scent of 
her living room, and I feel almost guilty prying into my grandparents’ married life.
Inside this envelope Grandma is in her forties. Her twins are six. She has been married 
for fifteen years. They have been preparing for their yearly vacation. I imagine when the family 
was home, she cheerily prepped food and camping gear. Perhaps she felt preoccupied by the 
fight she and Grandpa had the night before. But she didn’t let the argument foul her mood in 
front of the children.
She sits down at the kitchen table to write a letter to Grandpa. The children are outside, 
Grandpa at work. The room has piles beginning to build around her. Already, the day’s tasks— 
appointments, meetings, cleaning, dinner—crowd the moment. She has just a little time with her 
feelings. And the feelings come, seep up like a pot boiling over. The plastic table cloth steadies 
her. She cries.
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The answer is yes.
He told me that I  was too understanding, peace-loving, kind, warm hearted and 
generous. That he had been trying to make me angry enough to stand up and fight for my rights, 
but that I  continually responded with understanding and forgiveness and could always find  
mitigating circumstances for everyone but myself.
When I  quit him he had told me that I  had been unhappily married for sixteen years and 
was still unable to face the fact that my husband had repressed hostility towards his parents that 
he was taking out on me. I  quit, because I  couldn’t face that, and not ask for a divorce. Because 
the truth is I  do love you.
myself enough, to think myself unworthy, and therefore not to feel self-confident enough to 
separate from a husband who couldn’t communicate or share himself...
He said that I  had given way to every wish o f yours, and denied myself every wish for all 
the years before the breakdown because I  had been trying to win your love and approval and
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friendship and openness and self-sharing. My nature is such that this is my main requirement in 
a life partner, far more than financial support.
He said I  needed to put myself first, not to be so unselfish, not always to give way to the 
other person’s demands, conscious or unconscious. He said I  didn’t seem to understand that the 
purpose o f therapy was not to make me more pleasing to my husband, but to prevent any future 
breakdowns, and to make me happy about myself.
I want to smell her house right then, as she wrote this letter. I knew that house so well. I 
conjure it up, then clear away debris and clutter, moving backwards in time. The house holds 
dust in the corners, but not out in the open yet. Ragged chairs and ripping carpet are replaced 
instead of ignored. Weeds creep up the walkway, then are pushed back. Order still forced 
against the natural state of things.
I have no doubt that Grandma placed all her faith in Grossman. “We trusted anyone who 
had a degree back then, dentists, doctors; I would never think of resisting,” Great Aunt Lorraine, 
Grandma’s sister, tells me. Psychoanalysis was her yellow-brick-road. She just had to follow 
the path to sanity. As she went through her duty as mother and wife, she still could open the 
doors to the inner self and push her powers of analysis as deep as they could go, finding the 
codes and secret meanings of her memories. She was pushing forward. Working hard.
Progress. Hope.
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I judge Grossman’s tactics harshly. After ten years of Freudian analysis, didn’t he see 
that nothing had changed? That she had gotten worse, not better? “He told me that the real 
reason (in my unconscious) that I am a poor housekeeper is that is the only way I can hate myself 
enough, to think myself unworthy, and therefore not to feel self-confident enough to separate 
from a husband who couldn’t communicate or share himself.” Hogwash, I sputter. She was a 
lousy housekeeper because she felt the pull of people needing her and a clean house needed her 
the least. She was a people pleaser, and the house was not a person. But I’m getting angry, 
making my own pronouncements. Perhaps I’m as wrong as he was. Still, Grossman’s diagnosis 
seems as ridiculous as wiretapping governments and messages from God.
Over the top of this letter to Grandpa, a red pencil scribbles, “No longer APPLICABLE,” 
and “OUT-GROWN.” I imagine Grandma finding her own words years later, as I do now. She 
opens it. She reads. What rubbish, She thinks. Hogwash. What a mess these men put me 
through. Her red ink spits disdain for her younger self, who pushed so hard for a drowning 
marriage. She feels stronger now; above the petty squabbling. Solitary and serene. Thank 
goodness for solitude.
I pull another letter from the box.
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I  don’t understand this crazy, mixed-up world; and when I  get to a certain point o f 
satisfaction-of-confusion, I  just stop trying. People think me unco-operative, but i t ’s really a sort 
o f “combat fatigue”.
I ’ve had the feeling for some time now that I ’ve been “letting down” my therapist. Now 
he is a man I  honestly believe is a man o f love, compassion, honesty, integrity, and “quality”.
But he doesn’t know and I  believe in him and trust him so much. Why? I  don’t know why. But 
the therapy sessions are so mixed-up its unbelievable.
And so, we understood each other.
Ever since, some one ’s been playing tricks on me...and sometimes I  think it is you! Or 
maybe “Sander Van Occur” or “Channel 4 ”.
Everything is backwards. And I  don’t know who is who, or what is what! I  don’t even 
know who is in charge in Hanoi. People get furious when I  say that, especially Jack, but i t ’s the 
truth! I  D on’t Know WHO is in Hanoi or WHO is Ho Chi Minh!!!
Jack is no help to me at all. He takes, he uses me; he gives nothing. Except the garbage 
service that his boss pays him to do ...
This letter was written on my mother’s thirteenth birthday. I’m sure on this day, 
Grandma took the twins from school and went to lunch with them at a fancy restaurant, an
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annual birthday tradition. I’m sure she lit the candles and gave presents. I’m sure she cooked 
the twins whatever dinner they requested.
I open another letter, this one undated.
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Dear Abby,
I am desperate for help and advice, Pleese answer me 
as soon as possible in the enclosed envelope.
j. had a breakdown in 1956, end was in Agnew State 
Hospital for a few months. After that, I entered into 
psycho-analytic therapy with a Palo Alto psychiatrist.
I fell in love with him and began writing him 
letters, having full confidence in his ability to cure 
me of my letter-writing, and also having implicit trust 
in the sacredness of the oon'identif i j of ti. patient- 
therapist relationship.
I opened my mind to him, and kept nothing bask.
Could these letters be used to sue me? Would they 
be admissible in court? Would the A.P.A. allow this 
to happen?
When a person is mentally ill, he can only get well 
by placing him^self in the hands of a good doctor, und 
trusting in the skill of that doctor, who is trained to 
cope with the problems of mental illness.
And if a patient's problem should clash , or co-incide, 
with a problem of the therapist's, who is there to protect
the mentally ill?
Please, Dear Abby, to whom should I turn? Who will 
protect me, and my husb;..nd, and my five wonderful children?
In your paper, you said letters to you would be kept 
in confidence. I trust you. Please write me at once.
A former patient.
She was in love with Grossman?
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So much is missing from her narrative. So much I chalked up to crazy. But love is not 
crazy. Intimacy and fear are not crazy.
I imagine her sitting, once again, at her mahogany desk in the master bedroom. No one is 
home. Her hands shake. All those letters to Grossman, she thinks. She ticks on a typewriter, 
frenzied words escaping like screams. H e ’s going to expose you, a voice says. H e ’s going to 
end your marriage.
“Shut UP!” But The Voice is harder to ignore when she believes it.
“Dear Abby,” she writes. An advice columnist pseudonym, the only person to turn to. 
Dear Abby—and no one else—will read her most intimate secrets. I  trust you.
As my mother approached high school, Grandma stopped therapy. She stopped taking 
medication. She turned to her typewriter to tick-tick-tick angry messages, and scribbled more 
and more in the privacy of her books. Grandpa moved into a back bedroom; their marriage, now, 
reduced to a child-rearing enterprise. Grossman became a symbol of false promises and failed 
hopes of rehabilitation. And then, a symbol of everything in her life that had gone wrong.
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Years had passed since babies screamed and children grabbed at the hem of Grandma’s 
skirt. The twins were in high school and the older children gone. Grandpa still left home before
Chapter Twenty-Six
work coat and stepped into the kitchen just as she finished cooking. Days and motions layered in 
their minds, routine tattooed to their identities.
While Grandpa and my mother and Jay were gone, the silence tightened around the 
house. Knuckles closing into a fist, pressurizing the windows, squeezing at the frame. No more 
babies to take care of. No more balls and chains. Sometimes we get what we wish for. She had 
hours all her own.
Grandma looked down at her hands, filled with soapy water. How long had she been in 
the kitchen? A fly buzzed near the fruit bowl, and she swatted it away. They were getting low 
on fruit again. Jan had grabbed two apples on her way out. Jay had taken one. Her children and 
husband walked through her kitchen as if it were a train stop, never their final destination. She 
was still manning her papa’s confectioner’s store during rush hour. Take a snack. Here, I ’ll 
make you a sandwich. Want some carrot sticks? “Thanks Mom!” They said, as they rushed to 
student council, work, baseball, track, art.
She was, however, her own woman. She no longer felt the constant need to please others. 
Grossman had helped her through that. She played piano, read philosophy or psychology, wrote
she was up, came home just in time for dinner. He still walked through the door, took off his
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letters, cleaned, and cooked. She did it for herself, not for anyone else. Mostly, the hours flew 
by while they were out. Mostly, she was glad that life was quieter.
She had taken a job as a middle school band teacher a few years before when she first had 
time to herself. She had been excited to join the working world; it was 1967 and she a liberal 
woman. She was a feminist. She believed in civil rights. She had always wanted to work, but 
hadn’t had time when the children were young. Now, working felt like something bigger than 
herself. She, like so many, would shed the shackles of housewifery and march into this man’s 
world, like the protests she’d watched march through Washington, like the war days when she 
and other WACs marched through Arlington. She had a job teaching middle school music. She 
loved music, and her passion would inspire the children. One at a time, she could mold their 
little minds.
She lasted one year. Many days she had felt flustered and lost. The children were too 
loud, too frenzied, and too unwilling to listen. Not like her children. Their voices and chatter 
overwhelmed, morphed into disembodied voices. The shouting of students became shouting in 
her head. She and the principal decided together that she wouldn’t continue.
Alone in her home, she could focus. This house had more than enough voices. She dried 
her hands and padded to the back bedroom and her writing desk. Even with Grossman’s voice in 
her ear, she felt serene.
“You can’t touch me,” she murmured. Not Grossman, not Jack, not anyone.
I  know, Alice, came Grossman’s soft voice, as close as a lover in her inner ear. Rarely 
did Grossman sound calm like this. She had stopped seeing him in person, and started simply 
listening for him. You’re doing well with our plans. You’re progressing.
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“Thank you,” she said shyly. It had been awhile since she felt like they were in this 
together. “That means a lot to me.”
Private spaces are where crazy interlocks with what matters. Rooms in our hearts where 
we bury inner thoughts and feelings we deem unfit for a callous public world. Those who have 
less to bury, and who bury it well, are deemed sane.
Recently, I watched a child throw his small body onto the ground and scream in tantrum. 
That parent needs to teach their child what’s appropriate behavior, I thought. I am an enforcer, 
I realize. I believe in a social code. We are taught early. Normal is a performance. Normal is a 
fa9ade.
The lucky ones of us find friends, lovers, and family to lead us past performance and into 
the real. We hold hands and guide a partner into the back bedrooms of our hearts where 
emotions are not hung properly, where strange half-thoughts are stuffed into drawers. The lucky 
ones bare open their emotional centers and discover that their friends or families feel this way 
too, and like a sea anemone with flamboyant fatty tissue, they hungrily show their vulnerability 
more openly. The unlucky ones find that no one sees like they do. The unlucky ones suck in 
their tentacles and hide.
Grandma did not share with us. Her house was filled with self-betterment signs like this
one:
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Growing up, I glanced briefly at papers left here and there. They seemed in dialogue to a 
world I was not privy to. Since I wasn’t given permission to enter, I didn’t care. Private 
activities filled the larger part of her days. I wasn’t part of that life. Now I pull the larger part of 
her life from her boxes, one by one.
The house would be quiet for another hour. And yet noises were building up like 
chipmunks speaking through the radio. Codes she could only partially decipher. The sound was 
something to focus on, something that wasn’t the loneliness, something that wasn’t the way her 
husband and children stared without comprehension at her, as if she were the one talking 
nonsense. In this moment, it was just a puzzle of static, coming clearer, closer. She cocked her 
ear, listening. They were coming from Grandpa’s bedroom. No. They were coming from the 
clock. No. She was walking circles, round and round and round, a house with rooms that were 
infinite; she could walk forever and still walk more.
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A diary entry written circa 1970:
I  forgave Jack over and over for 23 years because I  thought he was the (blackmailed) 
agent o f a corrupt power (that which murdered my father). I f  he is not a free agent, he can not 
be helpful to me, or truly loving. I  have tried to save him, to help him, but because I  knew so 
little o f the wraps o f the world, my efforts to help backfired.
Chapter Twenty-Seven
Her children dubbed her crazier moments “crazy-talk.”
“Mama, why’d Grandma say Nancy doesn’t care about her?” I remember asking.
“Oh Honey, don’t worry, she doesn’t mean it. That’s just crazy-talk,” Mama said, 
hugging me. And so I didn’t worry. Grandma didn’t mean it. Those things that incriminated 
her family weren’t real.
any decisions affecting me. Any who wish to deal with me must come directly to me. He is a 
“free-loader,”
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a hater; he sucked me o f love and giving for 23 years. He took and took and took—and gave me 
misery and pain in return. I  want to be free o f this.
But.. .feelings are not crazy.
His father gave him a million dollars to marry me, because THEY knew (I didn’t) that the 
army planned to use me as a guinea pig.
John and Jack and G “Kidnapped” me to use my innocence as a cover for their 
gambling.
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Their twins were seventeen; it was the summer of 1973. The nation was glued to their 
TV, as a president collapsed in flames.
“Their politics became a microcosm of their relationship,” Mama tells me.
***
“Who’s to blame, who’s to blame?” Nixon asked the nation, his head like a bobble head, 
frowning earnestly into the camera and shaking his jowls. Grandpa looked up from his 
newspaper and leaned in towards the TV. Grandpa had voted for Nixon, but that hardly 
mattered. In his mind, no matter what political party, once someone was president, you stood 
behind him.
From the kitchen, the liberal faction howled with laughter.
“Whooooooooo’s to blame,” Grandma called. “Whoooo’s to blame? Whooooo could it 
be?” Grandma strutted into the living room, her fingers in Nixon’s signature “V” for victory.
Grandpa frowned, “Alice, please.” They had gone over this before.
“Whooooooo’s to blame?” Grandma said, rolling her eyes, and going back to the kitchen. 
Nixon was proving what she’d been saying for years. There was wiretapping. The government 
couldn’t be trusted. She wasn’t crazy; she was right.
Chapter Twenty-Eight
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A diary entry:
That summer of 1973, my mother brought her Uncle Bill home for dinner. Uncle Bill 
had divorced Grandma’s sister years prior and they’d lost contact. My mother ran into him, and 
they reconnected. He wanted to say hello to the rest of the family.
Perhaps Grandma was agitated from the pressure of hosting. She wanted to make a good 
impression. As dinner ended, however, she started screaming. Crushing, loud screams, aimed at 
Grandpa: “YOU DON’T OWN ME!”
Grandpa bowed his head and didn’t look at her. No way to pretend, no way to escape. 
“Dad just kind of slunk off,” Mama tells me. “It was like pshhh, the whole family 
emptied out.” Each one with their hiding place, each one with a corner of the house. Uncle Bill 
stared at the kitchen, at Grandma standing by the sink.
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He didn’t say goodbye. He let himself out.
I imagine Grandma later that evening. She sits down to play piano in the empty living 
room. She sings psalms with stately, measured speed, drowning her failures and angry voices 
that whisper in her ear.
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I’m not afraid of silence. Sometimes, after work, I relax into the cold leather and tug the 
car door closed behind me. Tire fabric grasps for traction as other cars squeeze out of the 
parking lot. A honk. The chirp of a distant conversation.
In these moments, I feel relief, as I’m distanced from the voices in my life. No more 
chatter of coworkers. No more exertion to mirror the happy face others expect from me. No 
more emails pounding at my inbox. Without their voices, I can finally hear my own. I have 
always heard others’ needs the loudest. Age has not taught me how to hear myself when in the 
presence of others, only that I must step away. Otherwise my thoughts muddle with my 
reactions. Just like my Grandma, needing to please.
Perhaps it was silence Grandma wanted the day she kicked Grandpa out. He must have 
stooped toward her, his body asking for something she couldn’t give. Another voice crowding 
her. His look slapped her with his pressing need, his unspoken words punched at her temples. 
His expression was too loud, too sad. She felt caged.
“Get OUT!!! She screamed, and Grandpa fled.
“She told me to leave,” Grandpa always corrected when their divorce came up in 
conversation. It was important that we understand that he didn’t give up on her.
Silence doesn’t scare me, but isolation does. Mama was such a loyal daughter. All her 
children were. We visited twice a year. Despite paranoid schizophrenia my grandmother was 
never homeless, never ostracized, never institutionalized. Because of her family. Because she 
was lucky. There is no enemy in this story, nowhere to hang the blame.
Chapter Twenty-Nine
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Isola, the root of isolation, means island. Some islands are destinations. Some islands 
are moats dug by their residents deep into the ground.
“Get out!!!” she screamed that day. And Grandpa got out. The ultimate respect of her 
feelings, her autonomy as a human being. A right the mentally ill don’t often receive.
And yet, I wonder if she was talking to my grandfather or The Voices. Only Grandpa did 
as she asked. Only Grandpa gave her space and peace and silence.
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The house was empty. It was 1974. Grandpa lived in an apartment down the street. Her 
twins were at college. No one needed her—no job, no kids, no husband. No one except The 
Voices.
Chapter Thirty
She gave herself new names, new personas: she was Margaret Bell one day, Dr. Brynmar 
the next. She changed her middle name on some documents. She was Lady Allissandra, leading 
the world to believe in Divine Morality or Philosophy.
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The verbal roots o f the word: “Phil” (love) o f “soph”-learning. Y-noun ending. Love o f 
learning.
When one has learned to like, to enjoy, yea, even to love Learning, one has a lifelong 
goal, a life long friend, a companion never to be taken away from one. When one has learned to 
Love Learning, there is never again any drudgery in the process o f Learning.
I  am fond o f saying there is no job without its concomitant drudgery, and yet I  have to 
add that there is a magical lessening o f drudgery—indeed, to the vanishing point—1when love is 
present.
As the weeds wound farther up the walls and the windows tinted like stained glass, Alice 
Basset Rutherdale, Alice Deluth Rutherdale, Lady Alissandra, Dr. Brynmaur, or Margaret Bell 
paced the empty house. She was holy. She was powerful. She was good. She wrote to her 
family:
You ask me how am I  getting along? I ’m well and happy, and have my usual projects: 
the current one is to find  a 2nd hand bike to provide more mobility.
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O f course, my other projects are continual, giving me daily pleasure o f accomplishment: 
1) solo marbles, 2) crossword puzzles and cryptograms, 3) magazines to read, 4) Daily practice 
on the Piano (in addition to my old repertoire o f 5 Debussy pieces, I  have added 5 new ones.) 
Plus improvement in the area o f Improvisation, as well as classical.
In addition, there are the daily tasks o f 5) gardening and 6) homemaking, and a daily 
outing o f 7) fresh air, sunshine, and exercise!
Also, I  am constantly 8) studying: philosophy, psychology, religion, theology, physiology 
and nutrition, architecture, landscaping, and other relatedsubjects.includingEducation and 
Government!
Just as when I  was a younger person, I  still have the feeling that the day has not enough 
hours for all that I  wish to accomplish.
When she was done with her projects and her conversations with the The Voices, she 
unlocked her doors, squinted at the sunlight, and drove herself into the outside world. She 
chatted with the checkout girl. She smiled benevolently at other shoppers. She deposited her 
alimony checks in the bank. Sunlight bounced off the cement curves of the street gutters and 
came to a rest in the leaves of the evenly-spaced trees.
The suburbs between San Francisco and San Jose were changing, morphing into Silicon 
Valley. Instead of a new house here and there, whole neighborhoods and shopping centers 
sprouted from concrete. Every time she left the house, cement cul-de-sacs had replaced the 
orchards her children had walked through to get to school. She liked to walk through the half­
built houses after the construction crews had dispersed for the evening. She had always loved 
new houses. She liked to touch walls, imagining bathrooms and kitchens and sparkling clean
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floors. My mother still insists on trespassing on half-constructed houses we pass. She learned 
from her mother to love wandering and imagining plywood frames become homes.
Soon families with young children would live in these houses. They’d grow up too 
quickly—as Grandma’s had. Perhaps her grandchildren would live in this cul-de-sac, scamper to 
her house after school. She would teach them life lessons. She had always been a teacher.
Grandma went on long drives, or spent hours shopping. Her 1965 Dodge Dart broke 
down, and she believed all the mechanics were overcharging. Her children worried that she 
would get in a car accident, so they never offered to help fix the car. So she bought a bicycle.
Her intellectual pursuits kept her above such problems as cars, taxes, bills. She was a seer. She 
would make the world a better place. Someday, someone would find her teachings and wisdom. 
Someday, someone would share them with the world.
I pull more documents from the box. A journal with leather covering is filled with her 
teachings. I open it and read:
In utopian lands, where the King (as in the country o f the sainted Lady) is a beloved, 
admired, revered, and inspiring leader; her people enjoy her royal leadership, and want to 
follow her precepts, and desire to please their Beloved Person!
This attitude is enhanced by the compassionate understanding o f their Monarch who 
reads that people need “space ” and “luxury” and relaxation, and permissiveness; and yet, like 
beloved children who respect their parents, they secretly need and respect firm limitations from  
their Royal Leader. Like children who say proudly “Oh, my mother won’t let me do That! ” these 
devoted subjects are proud to say, “Oh no! We aren’t supposed to do That!” and therefore, take
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pride in keeping the laws and precepts, and observing the restrictions, precepts, and “getting 
along” in harmony and happiness!
Now I think of her within her own head, with barriers between her thoughts and the 
world. She had an interior self, farther inside that house than I ever ventured. I explored all the 
way to the backs of her closets, and never found her. Yet occasionally her schizophrenic 
footprint pressed against society and there is record, evidence of public displays that are too 
schizophrenic to be ignored.
I know Grandma. I know she understood that The Voices were not to be shared. I know 
she guarded them from us as much as she guarded us from them. She knew faces closed like 
clam shells when she spoke of them. Even her family could not handle Them. Only when fear 
pushed her over that liminal did she act schizophrenic in front of others. When she went to the 
hospital in 1976, she must have been driven by a strong, strong need. Her feelings bleeding into 
public buildings. A hospital. A police station.
Also, now I see why the world fears schizophrenics.
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INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM D A T E :  January 8 ,  1 9 7 6
T O :
F R O M :
S U 3 J E C T :
ROBERT K. SCHATZ, C h i e f  o f  P o l i c e  
JOHS WM. HUAL, S e r g e a n t
Ed Haw kius, C h ief A d m in is tr a to r , E l Camino H o s p ita l ,  2500 G rant Road, 
M ountain V iew , CA -  R ep orts a WFA V is i t in g  th e  N ursery W ithout 
A u th o r iz a t io n  and S tr f litg e lj ----------■ ■ - ­
Joanne H. B a r te r , RN, BS* MS, S t a f f  D ev e lo p a en t In s tr u c to r  -  H atern a l C h ild  H e a lth ,
DOB 1 1 -1 3 -3 2 , was in te r v ie w e d  andthe fo l lo w in g  was learn ed *
Mrs. B art»r  r e v e a ls  th a t  fo r  th e  l a s t  s i x  months an A lic e  B a s s e t t  R u th crd a le , WFA, DOB. 
10=511-21, 720 L03 N in o i Vfay, Los A lt o s ,  h a s  b een  com ing in t o  th e  n u rsery  a r e a ,  P o st
P a r tu a , and o th e r  a r e a s  a c t in g  v e r y  s tra n g e  and w e ir d . M rs. R utherdale had no p e r -  •
m is s io n  to  b e in  th e s e  d i f f e r e n t  areas*
N urse E a r te r  s t a t e s  th a t  Mrs. E a th erd a le  i s  a lw ays n e a t ly  d r e s s e d , a lw ays q u ick  to  
a r r iv e  and le a v e ,  n ev er  s ta y in g  lo n g e r  th an  15-m in u te s . Mrs. R utherdale i s  a lw a y s  
v e a x in g  g lo v e s .  On one o c c a s io n  she w ore rubber g lo v e 3 . Her b eh a v io r  in c lu d e d  
a t  v a r io u s  tim e s  w a iv in g  In to  p a t i e n t 1 s room s, d is c u s s in g  w ith  th e*  t h e i r  b a b ie s ,  
a lw ays' lo o k in g  in  th e  n rr.ery window, en gag in g  r e l a t i v e s  and v i s i t o r s  in  co n v e r sa ­
t i o n ,  a sk in g  p eop le  t h e i r  names. Vhen co n fro n ted  by s t a f f  n u rse s  a t  v a r y in g  t im e s  
Mrs. R u th erd a le  wcrald have know ledge o f  p a t ie n ts *  names and.xoOa.-.nttfibers. O ften  
t i n e s  when co n fr o n te d , sh e would le a v e  a ttru p tly  w ith  no s a t i s f a c t o r y  rea so n  a s  t o  
why she w as th e r e .
N urse B a r ter  fu r th e r  s t a t e s  th a t  M rs. R u th e r d a le 's  v i s i t s  t o  th e  n u rsery  a r e a
have b een  ap p rox im ately  two and th r e e  t im e s  per week on b o th  th e  day and e v e n in g
s h i f t s .  She added th a t  o th e r  em ployees h ave 6een Mrs.* R u th erd a le  in  th e  a re*  
and w alked in to  th e  m ed ica l s t a f f  l ib r a r y  fr ig h te n in g  th e  p erso n  w orking t h e r e .
By th e  tim e s e c u r i ty  w as c a l l e d  and a  guard resp on d ed , she was no lo n g er  t h e r e .
On January U,  1976 a p a t ie n t  on P o s t  P artu a  ( a f t e r  b ir t h )  to ld  a nur^e o f  a
s tr a n g e  la d y  f i t t in g - .  Mrs. R utherdale* s d e s c r ip t io n ,  who came in  h er  room and 
d is c u s s e d  many p e r so n a l a s p e c t s  o f  th e  b ir t h  o f  h er baby.
On January 5 , 1976, N urse B arter  o b serv ed  Mrs. R uth crdale sta n d in g  by th e  n u r se r y  
window. As Nurse B arter  w ent in t o  th e  l^sbor and D e liv e r y  Room on an erran d  *
and caite back ou t Mrs. R u therdale w as stan d in g  by  th e  door fa c in g  th e  w a l l .  M rs. 
R u th erd a le  asked Nurse B a rter  i f  th e r e  w ere any p a t i e n t s  in  la b o r . Nurse B a r te r  
s a id ,  "One." Mrs. R u therdale w alked o f f  toward th e  P o st  Partum u n i t ,  n o t t o  b e  
seen  a g a in .
N urse B a r te r  sa id  betw een  12 and 12:15  p.m . th e  same d ay , a  te lep h o n e  c a l l  came 
th rou gh  t o  th e  P o st P artu a  desk  r e q u e s t in g  th e  w h ereabouts o f  th e  p a t ie n t  ( g i v in g  
p a tie n t*  s  name) who had b een  in  la b o r  th a t  c o r n in g . The c a l l  wa9 tr a n s fe r r e d  t o  
th e  r e c o v e r y  ro o a . The p a tie n t*  s husband cane ou t o f  th e  r e c o v e r y  roots and ask ed
■ L*
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• Vft i<Va 1 r ^ v  w as t&o h?d c J iH c d  M s  w l f c j  s in c e  th ey
th e  n u rse  on dutyw ho th * /  r  t  u e s t Io«» about th e  baby' s b itbfc, w e ig h t,
S  J C  £ " p . S i  i 2 -  f «  * £ .  th ir d  t t o .  vb o  th e  c a l l e r  w as. she s a id  h e r
n.Tiaa w as ’’Kuther- - — - * •
,  .. » u  » a te le p h o n e  c a l l  t o  th e  n u rse  s t a t io n  on January 7 ,
a n t r V s L A o  speak by te le p h o n e  t o  th e  p a t ie n t  w hose  
, , , . i . j *.1 n r e v io u s  weekend b y  t h s  strcingB  ls d y *  The p a t i e n t
r . & . » » » to u . v  »«rS,  « « » . «
b e l i e v e  th e  c a l l e r  was M rs. R utherdale#
I t  w as lea rn ed  th a t  Nanvy K ardyck, RM, H ursing C o -o r d in a to r , had c o n ta c t  w ith
M rs. R u th erd a le  on Sunday, December 7 , 1975 about 3 :2 0  p .m . Mrs.
ap p eared  a t  uSa n u rsin g  s t a f f  o f f i c e ,  d ressed  n e a t ly  and w earin g  w h ite  g lo v e s .
> £ s .  R u th erd a le  to ld  n u rse Hardyck th a t  she (R u th erd a le ) g o t  a “ ^ a g e  t h a t
c r v ia e  fo r  h er  t o t h e r . “ M rs. R utherdale w anted  t o  go and com fort h e r .  
, h " .  X i S J S  to ld  d , .  n u rse  t k . t  I . .  pkon. < * M k .r i .U >  I .  1^  
to n e  s y s t e a  th a t  g iv e s  h er  (R u th erd a le ) th e  n e s s a g e s  th a t  b a b ie s  a t  E l Camino 
a re  c r y in g  fo r  t h e ir  raothers and she should come o v er  ic m e d ia te ly .
I’u r re Hardyck to ld  Hr s .  R u th erd a le  th a t  she (N urse Kardyck) knew th a t  Mrs. 
R u t h e r d a l e  had ta lk e d  w ith  Dr. A n te l.H .D ., D ir e c to r  o f  P s y c h ia tr y , E l C anlno  
Vo s o  i  -  a 1 a few d ays a z o ,  th a t  th e  D octor a d v ise d  h e r  (M rs. R utherdale) th a t  
^  w a s  n^ t a p ;r o p r ia te Sfo r  h er  t o  be a t  th e  h o s p i t a l .  M rs. R utherdale t o ld  
th e  n u rse  she was m isin form ed .
The n u r se  sa id  she s a t  w ith  Mrs. R utherdale fo r  about 20 m in u te s . Mrs. R uther­
d a le  1 5 i^oods would sw ing q u ic k ly  fr o a  t e a r f u l  to  a n g ry , h o s t i l e  b e h a v io r .
I t  v a »  lea rn ed  th a t  Mrs. R u th erd a le  h a s  to ld  th e  n u r se s  t h a t  she r e c e i v e ,  | |v i b e ,  
when b a b ie s  would c r y ,  and needed soca  one to  be near them who loved  them .
Thm u oli in v e s t ic a t io n  i t  wa3 lea rn ed  Mrs. R u therd ale i s  d iv o r c e d . She h a s  3 or  4  
5 u d S « !  th e  c » e  o f  w .  W  «  «  c t »  «  t k .  p r e s e n t
t im e .
nr A n tc l s t a t e s  th a t  M rs. R u th erd a le  e x h ib i t s  th e  c l a s s i c  s ig n s  o f  c h r o n ic  m en ta l 
i l l n e s s  e v e n  duV ing t im e s  ,h e n  she i s  ap p a ren tly  a b le  t o  fu n c t io n  in  th e  .fa m ily . 
D r. A n te l sa id  she la c k s  e x p r e s s io n ,  and when he q u e st io n e d  h e r ,  would e  
q u e n t ly  b lo c k  h er  f lo w  o f  sp eech  or s ta r e  in to  a n o th er  d i r e c t i o n .  He 
R u th erford  i s  preoccuped w ith  b e in g  p o iso n e d . Once I n t h e  l ib r a r y  about 
m on th s ago she s t c t e d  th a t  she needed in fo rm a tio n  to  d is c o v e r  p o is o n  in  h er  
home d r in k in g  w a ter . _
■ ^
D et” 7 R hInehart ^ c ^ a n t e d  t h i s  in v e s t ig a t o r  t o  M rs. R utherdale* s home. A fte r  
k n o ck in g  on th e  door an o ccu p a n t, a  w h ite  fem ale a d u l t ,  opened an a d ja c« * ■ * * •  
door and asked who ws w ere . Both o f f i c e r s  d is p la y e d  ID and b a d g es . I  asked h e r  
i f  sh e  w as A lic e  R u th erd a le . She r e p l i e d ,  “Who are  you?" I  ad v ised  h er  w h ow e  
w ere and s ta te d  th a t  we would l i k e  t o  d is c u s s  a m a tter  w ith  h e r .  She asked me 
w h at i t  was and I  sa id  i t  w as about h er  v i s i t s  t o  E l Camino H o s p ita l .  She h e  d
I'M
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her h an gup  ist £>o«x -f her d fip la y in s  sor<?s on liter a m * and v r l s t s  and sa id  
r ic  had a v ery  infe.ctioua dtse^-.ft. She sa«d th<* vsntcd  a d octor or.d f o r  u s  t o  
coaa br,cV. I c t a r  to  ta lk  w ith  h e r .  Si* continued In an a n g ry , i r a t e  nar.nar, 
s h o u t in g , s'The-rt* i s  : o  cc-Kgiaint fxeta E l Cacslr^s H o s p ita l ,"  and ord ered  ua o f f  
bar p r o p e r ty . She slashed the door shut.
The o f f i c e r s  va llced  bs^k tow ard th e  p o l i c e  c a r  w hich  w as p arked  In  f r o n t  o f  
th e  house. Mrs. Itu thardala  opened a f r o n t  window and sh ou ted  th a t  th e r e  was no 
coiiplaint and she was n o t  A l ic e ,  and s la a a ed  th e  window shut. We l e f t  the area.
M en tal H ea lth  in  F ato  A lto  w i l l  b e c o n ta c te d  Monday, January 12 , 1 976 , t o  d is c u s *  
th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  h a v in g  Mrs. R u th erd a le  c o ^ l t t e d  a s  a  5 0 -5 0  p a t i e n t .
I n v e s t ig a t io n  in  p r o g r e s s .
0  John Win. N e a l, S g t .
The baby cried in her nightmares. Grandma paced the house, finally falling into her 
daughter’s bed. She’s a newborn again, Grandma realized. “You’re okay, Jansie. Mama’s got 
you.” But the baby cried again, just as her face hit the pillow. Newborn, newborn, newborn, 
EMERGENCY! The alarm pulsed through her head. She had to go to them. Jan and all the other 
babies! EMERGENCY! Jan wasn’t in college as Grandma had thought. Jan, Honey. I ’m 
coming.
I pulled this police report from a stack of legal files. In 1976 my mother was at Oberlin 
College in Ohio. “Mom! Why can’t I reach you?” my mother wrote while Grandma tried to 
save the crying baby in her head.
***
I didn’t learn of this event from any of Grandma’s children. Hazily, after finding these 
documents in the box, Nancy recalled Grandma getting into trouble with the hospital. After it
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was over, Grandma shrugged it off, moved on. She didn’t hold onto her distress. She never 
mentioned it to her family.
***
There’s more in this police file. Policemen and doctors appeared on her doorstep. 
Grossmans, all of them, misunderstanding that she was All-Powerful and Good.
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Among the police records is a letter she sent in reply to the police station. She always 
had her own message in response. I remember in her bathroom, the sticky note that read “You’re
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beautiful just the way you are!” Police, like voices, could not get the best of her. She knew who 
she was.
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I don’t often worry that I will inherit schizophrenia. I only fear that I will wake up and 
realize that, despite other people surrounding me and loving me, I am utterly alone. Encased in a 
crisp skin of cheerfulness, thickening until that’s all I am.
She had a happy life, I tell myself. I am the one who sees her smiling exterior as 
deficient.
Sometime in 1990, Grandma fell. Her arthritic body crashed from her tricycle and her 
groceries toppled to the pavement. Her pinky finger was broken. Blood seeped through her 
white gloves. Grandma gritted her teeth as she tricycled slowly home. But her finger hurt so 
much that she got back on her tricycle. She triked south to El Camino Hospital. She had birthed 
her babies inside hospital doors. She’d been brought to hospitals in straight-jackets, forced from 
her children for months. She’d had her stomach pumped. She stood outside the door of that 
hospital, holding her broken finger. Worried enough to be there, standing in front o f the red 
cross and the sliding glass doors. She watched the ambulances. They looked more modern than 
the one’s she’d ridden in. Sleek and rounded, like all new cars. She watched a stretcher wheel a 
human through the wide, sliding doors. She held her finger, which she’d drenched in 
mercurochrome. The antiquated pink liquid mixed with her blood and stained her skin. She 
stood in the parking lot for a long time, watching the imposing walls o f the hospital and the 
people who moved so effortlessly through the doors. She went home. Her finger—like her 
arthritis and later her congestive heart failure—healed crookedly all on its own.
Chapter Thirty-One
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A psychotherapist, George Atwood, writes, “What if the territory of the so-called 
psychoses is the mirror o f our souls, given to us with extravagant clarity and drama? What if  the 
task of studying and understanding madness is also an opportunity for us to discover who we 
actually are? (xi).”
Perhaps I fear we are all just as isolated. I look in the mirror, and a wrinkled face smiles 
back. A hook nose, rosy cheeks, and the eyebrows I inherited. I can’t tell what she’s thinking. 
She looks like she’s listening, her ear turned slightly towards me, her face cocked. I lean in, my 
own ear closest to the glass. I smile my tight-lipped smile. She smiles back.
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Epilogue
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Last year, on her birthday, Mama mentioned how much she missed Grandma. “She was 
my biggest cheerleader. Always calling to say hi or that she loved me. Always remembering my 
birthday!”
Chapter Thirty-Two
O '— - : . J ,
J  ~ x - j r  x * H r ^ '
Thank you for your visit earlier today, and I  trust your return trip will be comfortable, 
safe, and rapid. Tomorrow, when you wake up in your new home, with your gifts and purchases 
around you, I  hope you waken refreshed, rested, happy, contented, pleased, and with your 
mother’s wishes for a Happy New Year in your memory!
...Your visit was too short! I  meant to tell you about all the New Year’s Day costumes 
that I ’ve heard! Enjoy writing your resolution on the plane: and have a PERFECT, have a 
“model-perfect” day tomorrow—your FIRST day o f 1983!
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..[The watch was the most important— it was supposed to help me keep my children safely home 
with me.un-kidnappable!] I  wonder i f  it went to 276Marich?...
I think about what connects us. Mothers. Daughters. Granddaughters. The strands that 
tie us together, even if we don’t share parts of our stories. So many of the ways we act out love 
cannot be retold. The ways we protect. The ways we reach out. The ways we fight for each 
other and then never mention it after. The letter continues:
..[Nancy] can’t stop talking about going to her home in Sacto. I  keep BEGGING and 
pleading with her to STAY with me, or else let me go to her home with her (to make sure she 
arrives safely) but her “Speaker” is a stubborn mercenary. He believes in denial, refutation, 
criticism, andput-downs. Nancy is not a bit like that. She’s sweet, kind, loving, gentle, patient, 
conscientious, talented, artistic, appreciative, altogether wonderful. She deserves better than 
that selfish commercial monster on her back. I ’m supposed to have the power to help her out o f 
that situation but people who POSE as my True identity (AL-TRU-ISM) try to rob me o f my
but worst o f all, they are destroying the universe by denying the rightful Authority her rightful 
Role, Position, Recognition, Respect, Loyalty, Obedience, as supreme authority.
You and Jay looked so adorably handsome, attractive, and beautiful sitting side by side at 
the dinner table...
Grandma fought demons for her children, while my mother fought court systems for her.
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320 W. 8th Street 
Juneau, AK 99801
January 26, 1983
Denise Dobrenz 
Court Investigator 
Superior Court 
191 No. First Street 
San Jose, CA 95113
Dear Ms. Dobrenz:
As I expressed to you on the telephone today, I 
am writing this letter to answer some questions and concerns 
raised by the court, as related to me by Mr. Groves.
Further, I believe that to install a different 
conservator would not only waste Alice's money in attorney's 
fees, but would be unnecessarily upsetting to her. Alice is 
a veteran of World War II, has a masters in English, has 
taught students in junior high and high school, and has 
raised five children. Part of her mental illness is her 
refusal to recognize that she is mentally ill. Therefore, 
it is extremely degrading for her to have^conservatorship 
imposed on her. After three years as her conservator, she 
has slowly come to accept my role and is even willing to 
discuss her financial and legal matters with me. She refuses 
to discuss these matters with her other children, preferring 
to create the semblance of a normal mother-child relation­
ship.
Perhaps the most loving actions are those we do that can never be fully recognized by the 
person for whom we act. Mama’s legal file fills with letters to the courts:
March 28, 1985
Honorable Charles Gordon 
Santa Clara County 
Superior Court 
191 North 1st Street 
San Jose, CA 95113
Dear Judge Gordon:
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Alice's mental state is stable but quite capable of 
being upset, and I fear that a new conservator would be 
highly detrimental to her mental state. I know this because 
a major source of agitation is the conservatorship review 
every two years, when the state, naturally, has to get jj 
involved. For the rest of the time she and I have workeji 
out a system where the goals of the conservatorship are 
met in a way that is least insulting to her sense of inde­
pendence and intelligence. For example, the checks I send 
to her every two weeks are the alimony checks sent to me 
by my father. Thus, rather than seeing a check from her 
conservatorship account, which would underscore that'she is getting 
an allowance, she receives an alimony payment that represnets 
the years of service as a wife and mother. In short, I think 
that the conservatorship as it exists, though not perfect, is 
the best solution there is. I am sending a copy of this letter 
to my siblings, and if they disagree, they can notify you.
Perhaps love is when we help construct the reality our loved ones desperately want 
themselves. Maintaining the walls, even if we see right through them. Perhaps there is more 
than one kind of intimacy.
Sincerely
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We pull into the driveway around dinnertime, much to my father’s chagrin.
“Oh, GOD, she’s going to insist on feeding us,” he says. “What do you think girls; will it 
be sugared ham and canned fruit?”
We giggle.
“Oh, Jeff. Stop,” Mama says. Once his poking fun was a point of contention between 
them. But the anger has long dissipated from Mama’s voice. Besides, this is her part in what is 
our private family tradition: Daddy makes cracks about Grandma’s food, Mama tells him to 
knock it off, and then Grandma pulls through to fulfill my father’s jokes, cooking an outdated 
American meal without fail.
Weeds and plants now cover every inch of the house and driveway. The magic o f this 
house feels fragile, something always skirts at the edge of safety, though I can only feel it when I 
close my eyes.
“I’m worried that when you drill, there’s going to be just air under the house,” Grandma 
told a repairman once. Termites were infesting her house, and Nancy had called a fumigator to 
drill poison into the ground.
The repairman looked to Nancy, who shrugged. She had tried to assure her mother, but 
to no avail. In Grandma’s mind, underneath the foundation was air. A thin layer separated the 
house from a pit. She feared her house would crumble with her inside.
“Let me show you,” the repairman said to the strange old woman before him. She was 
half-way through her eighties. She had managed to keep on top of her foundations for a long 
time. He pushed the drill to the earth’s core. Dirt leapt aside, a deep hole in her garden. “See? 
It’s just more dirt,” he said, smiling kindly.
Chapter Thirty-Three
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Grandma nodded, convinced for the moment.
“She was reassured. Although later she remembered that there was only air. But at the 
time she was reassured,” Nancy says. I wonder if the present or the memory is what matters.
This visit is our last to this house, though neither we, nor Grandma, know it. In a few 
months, Aunt Nancy and Uncle Tom will finally convince her to move to a small cottage 
overlooking a park, half a mile from their home in Sacramento. Away from this house, she will 
seem the most at peace.
“MOM? It’s me, Jan. Mom? You in there?” Mama calls. The varnish peels in like 
fingernails. Flowers reach for us from their stone and plastic graves. We are the lucky ones, her 
family, the ones she lets through the door.
From deep within comes Grandma’s muted response, “Coming!”
Finally, just like always, she’s there, beaming at us, as if nothing is strange, as if nothing 
is wrong. Her body stoops more and she leans on a cane.
“Jan! I’m glad you made it! Hi girls, and hello Jeff.”
We stoop down to give her a hug, one at a time, then the three of us trail my mother’s 
tall, skinny frame and Grandma’s short, wider one into the kitchen.
“Oh! You must be hungry! I have ham that should be ready in about 10 minutes!” She 
says, leading the way into the kitchen.
Mama smiles, “Oh that sounds wonderful, Mom. I’m hungry!” She means it.
Isabel, Daddy and I exchange looks. My father rolls his eyes.
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A Psalm:
Psalms o f Precepts 
Be Gen-tle with the ba-bies who need your ten-der care;
Be kind to the chil-dren; they’ll learn to be fair.
Be Loy-al to your spouse who is your lov-ing mate.
Be Friendly to your neigh-bor; friend-li-ness is a lovely trait!
Be help-ful to your friends and be a friend in-deed!
Be hon-est in your deal-ings, De-feat yo u ’ll n e ’er con-cede,
Be True to your SELF and Keep your Conscience Clear!
Pray with Hope and Love and Rev-er-ence with-out fear.
Pray to Christ our Lord, Pray with Grat-i-tude...
Praise the Lord for-ev-er! As in the Be-at-i-tudes. With Peace and Love!
*Chant: Blessed is He WHO doth Praise the Lord. With Peace and Love!
By Alice Deluth Rutherdale 
Master o f Music
I laughed when I first read Grandma’s psalm. I laugh at her life philosophy, the 
culmination of a Masters in Music and a life of reflection. “Be gentle with the babies.” It is a 
noble endeavor. She thought her wisdom could change the world.
I watched Mama laugh at Grandma often, an accidental eruption when Grandma said 
something absurd. Once, I remember Grandma mentioning that my father was in the secret 
service. Mama’s laughter burst from her, and she covered her mouth with her hand. Grandma
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frowned and shrugged, switching the subject before Mama could tell her she was wrong. Neither 
she nor Mama pressed it. Their world views differed. They moved on.
We take Grandma to a small, Turkish Restaurant. It’s one she has been to with Nancy 
many times.
As dinner is ending, she folds her menu and hands it to the waiter.
“I would like the Greek coffee please,” Grandma informs him. Her Arabic nose gives 
away what part o f the world her family is from, what age-old politics she should understand. The 
waiter frowns slightly, but politely. “Um, Turkish coffee, Madam?”
“No, no, thank you very much, but the Greek Coffee.”
“Umm we’ll take four Turkish Coffees.. .total,” Mama says, apologetically, indicating 
Grandma in her sweeping “total.”
Grandma nods empirically to Mom’s wishes, and adds, “And I’ll take the Greek Coffee.” 
And the waiter bows out without another word, then returns with our family’s after dinner 
drinks.
“Three Turkish coffees,” he says, and places them in front of the rest of the family, “and 
one Greek coffee for the Lady.”
I wonder what Grandma would have thought of me, choosing to spend years at a writing 
desk, obsessing about her interior thoughts. She would probably gasp, half pleased, half 
horrified. Her eyes would get round and one gloved hand would rise to her cheek. “Oh no, no, 
no, no. Writing a story about me?” and she would immediately divert to something easier,
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something concrete. “Well. Why don’t you let Grandma buy you a nice set of Kleenex to set on 
your writing desk?”
In the year before she died, Grandma asked Nancy, “You’ll bring me back when the time 
comes, won’t you? I’ve brought back so many others. You’ll promise to bring me back?”
She was pleading, need deeper than the risk of Nancy’s dismissive reply. If she had 
asked me, I think I would have lied. Yes, Grandma, o f course I ’ll bring you back. I  love you, o f 
course I  will, I would have said, hugging her.
But I can’t, nor can Nancy. None of us can bring her back.
“Mom, I don’t know how to do that,” Nancy said. The honest answer.
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